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Even as the two countries on
Thursday agreed to hold

another round of military-level
talks to restore peace in
Ladakh, China has built a vil-
lage inside Indian territory in
Arunachal Pradesh for use
both by the troops and village
folks. This is the second
Chinese village to come up
in/around the border State in
the last few months.

The fact that the second
hamlet, with at least 60
dwelling units, is more than
seven kilometres inside India
has set alarm bells ringing in
the Indian security establish-
ment. The earlier report —
which was also flagged by the
Pentagon — about China set-
ting up a village with 100
dwelling units,  was refuted by
India. New Delhi said the vil-
lage had come up on a
Chinese-controlled territory in
1959 itself.

The second village picked
up by satellite images is locat-
ed about 90 kilometers east of
the first village in Subansiri.  It
is situated north of the Line of
Actual Control (LAC) in the
eastern sector, sources said. 

The village came up in the

last few months as the satellite
images prior to that period for
about a year do not show any
hamlet in the region.

The new enclave or ham-
let as shown by satellite image
providers Maxar Technologies
and Planet Labs clearly show
buildings and a Chinese flag to
lay claim to the area. It is
located in the Shi-Yomi district.
In fact, President XI Jingping
had visited a location close to
this hamlet a few weeks back.

When the Pentagon a few
days back pointed out the exis-
tence of the first village, India
reacted sharply and said,
‘’China has undertaken con-
struction activities in the past
several years along the border
areas, including in the areas
that it has illegally occupied
over the decades. India has nei-
ther accepted such illegal occu-
pation of our territory nor has
it accepted the unjustified
Chinese claims.’’

Moreover, the Indian secu-
rity establishment had then
said the hamlet is in territory
controlled by China. It was also
clarified that the village with
more than 100 dwelling units
was built in the area under
Chinese control since 1959.
The Chinese forces overran an

Assam Rifles post then and
maintained an Army post since
then.

Last month, Eastern Army
Command chief Lieutenant
General Manoj Pande, told
reporters visiting Arunachal
Pradesh that China continued

to construct “dual-use” border
villages which can also be used
to position soldiers.

China’s policy of building
up habitations along the LAC
in Sikkim and Arunachal
Pradesh is a part of a multi-bil-
lion dollar plan to ramp up

infrastructure in the Tibet
region. This includes the devel-
opment of massive road and
rail infrastructure to border
towns and a plan to reported-
ly build more than 600 fully
developed villages in the
region.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Thursday warned

high-profile economic offend-
ers that they have no option but
to return to the country, assert-
ing that his Government is
making all efforts to extradite
them by using law and diplo-
matic channels.

“In our attempt to bring
back fugitive (economic
offenders), we relied on policies
and law and also used diplo-
matic channels. The message is
very clear — return to your
country. We are continuing
these efforts,” he said.

The PM was speaking at a
symposium on credit flow and
economic growth, where he
asked banks to support wealth
and job creators with proactive
lending while promising to
stand by any loans given in

right earnest.
The Centre has in recent

times stepped up efforts to
extradite high-profile economic
offenders such as Vijay Mallya
and Nirav Modi, wanted in
connection with bank frauds

and money laundering cases.
The PM also said the

financial health of banks is now
in a much-improved condition
as his Government has since
2014 found ways to address the
problems they faced.

“Indian banks are strong
enough to play a major role in
imparting fresh energy to the
country’s economy, for giving
a big push and making India
self-reliant,” he said.

“This is a time for you to
support wealth creators and job
creators. It is the need of the
hour that now the banks of
India work proactively to 
bolster the wealth sheet of 
the country along with 
their balance sheets,” he 
asserted.

Banks, Modi said, need to
shed the culture of being an
approver and the customer
being an applicant, and adopt
the model of partnership.

Continued on Page 2
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The Supreme Court on
Thursday quashed the con-

troversial skin-to-skin judg-
ment of the Bombay High
Court in a case under the
POCSO Act, saying the most
important ingredient consti-
tuting sexual assault is sexual
intent and not skin-to-skin
contact with the child. 

The High Court had held
that no offence of sexual assault
under the POCSO Act is made
out if there is no direct skin-to-
skin contact between an
accused and victim. 

A bench headed by Justice
UU Lalit set aside the High
Court judgment and said the
act of touching the sexual part
of the body or any other act
involving physical contact if
done with sexual intent would

amount to sexual assault with-
in the meaning of Section 7 of
the POCSO Act. The purpose
of the law cannot be to allow
the offender to sneak out of the
meshes of the law, the apex
court said.

“We have held that when
the legislature has expressed
clear intention, the courts can-
not manufacture ambiguity in
the provision. It is right that
courts cannot be overzealous in
searching ambiguity,” said the
bench, also comprising Justices
S Ravindra Bhat and Bela M
Trivedi. Justice Bhat delivered
a separate concurring judg-
ment. 

Continued on Page 2
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Aday after a Mumbai trial
court declared him a “pro-

claimed offender”, the Supreme
Court on Thursday asked for-
mer Mumbai police commis-
sioner Param Bir Singh, who
has sought protective orders, to
disclose his location, saying “no
protection, no hearing until we
know where you are”.  

The apex court asked his
lawyer to inform it about
Singh’s whereabouts and post-
ed the matter for hearing on
November 22.

Meanwhile, the apex court
junked a plea filed by former
Maharashtra Home Minister
Anil Deshmukh seeking records,
including file noting and inter-
nal correspondence, of the pre-
liminary enquiry (PE) report in
the corruption case, saying
“should we entertain this
because he has been a Minister”. 

The bench headed by
Justice SK Kaul took exception

that Param Bir Singh’s plea
seeking protection has been
filed through power of attorney.  

“You are seeking protective
orders; nobody knows where
you are. Suppose you are sitting
abroad and taking legal
recourse through power of
attorney then what happens. If
that is so then you will come to
India if the court rules in your
favour, we don’t know what you
have in mind. No protection,
no hearing until we know
where you are,” said the bench
also comprising Justice MM
Sundresh. 
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After problems in Punjab,
Rajasthan, Madhya

Pradesh, Jharkhand and
Chhattisgarh, the Congress is
now battling a rebellion in
Jammu & Kashmir.

The party received a major
jolt after about a dozen senior
leaders, including former
Ministers and legislators loyal
to Ghulam Nabi Azad,
resigned demanding removal
of  J&K Congress chief Ghulam
Ahmed Mir.

Party sources said GM
Saroori, Jugal Kishore Sharma,
Vikar Rasool, Dr Manohar Lal
Sharma, Ghulam Nabi Monga,

Naresh Gupta, Subash Gupta,
Amin Bhat, Anwar Bhat, Inayat
Ali and others in a joint state-
ment to Congress chief Sonia
Gandhi have submitted their
resignation from party posi-
tions.

Those who have resigned
belonged both to Kashmir and
Jammu and all of them are

close to former J&K Chief
Minister Ghulam Nabi Azad.
They have maintained that
they are not leaving the party.
In the letter to Sonia, the lead-
ers have alleged that under Mir,
the Congress is heading
towards a disastrous situation
and over 200 leaders, including
former Ministers, MLAs,
MLCs, PCC office-bearers, dis-
trict presidents and AICC
Members have left for other
parties.

The leaders said they have
been requesting the high com-
mand for long to change the
J&K Congress president but it
was not heeded.

“Mir has been a total dis-
aster for the party. He has
been the president of the J&K
unit of Congress for about
seven years. Normally a person
heads the party unit in a single
term for two years (maximum
three years),” said J&K
Congress senior vice-president
Monga. 

Continued on Page 2
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The Gurdwara association of
Sadar Bazar in Gurugram

has decided to offer its premis-
es for Friday prayers following
objections over the offering of
namaz in public and open
places.

“It’s ‘Guru Ghar’, open for
all communities with no dis-
crimination. There shouldn’t be
any politics here. Basement is
now open for Muslim brothers
who want to offer ‘Jumme ki
namaz’,” said Sherdil Singh
Sidhu, President, Gurdwara
Guru Singh Sabha, Sadar Bazar.

“If there’s an open space,
Muslims should be allowed to
offer namaz. We shouldn’t fight
over such petty issues. People
who were offering namaz in
open sought administration’s
permission and those who had
problems should have
approached the administra-
tion before attacking them,” he
added.
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Shares of One97
Communications Ltd,

Paytm’s parent company, on
Thursday made a weak market
debut and tumbled over 27 per
cent from the issue price of
�2,150.

The stock is listed at
�1,955, tumbling 9 per cent
from the issue price on the BSE.
During the day, it tumbled
27.25 per cent to �1,564. It
tanked 27.24 per cent to settle
at �1,564.15.

On the NSE, it debuted at
�1,950, registering a decline of
9.30 per cent against the issue
price. The stock plunged 27.44
per cent to settle at �1,560.

The company commanded
a market valuation of
�1,01,399.72 crore on the BSE.
With the decline in the stock
price, its market valuation
eroded by �37,600.28 crore.

Detailed report on P9
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India and China held diplo-
matic level talks on Thursday

to resolve the remaining issues
along the Line of Actual
Control (LAC) in Eastern
Ladakh.

The Ministry of External
Affairs said here on Thursday
the two sides recalled the
agreement between the
External Affairs Minister and
the Foreign Minister of China
during their meeting in
September in Dushanbe that
military and diplomatic offi-
cials of the two sides should
continue their discussions to
resolve the stand-off. 

Accordingly, the two sides
had in-depth discussions on
the situation along the LAC in
the Western Sector of India-
China Border Areas and also
reviewed the developments
since the last meeting of the
Senior Commanders of both
sides which was held on
October 10.

During the talks on
Thursday, it was agreed that
both sides should hold the
next (14th) round of the Senior
Commanders meeting at an
early date to achieve the objec-
tive of complete disengage-
ment from all the friction

points along the LAC in the
Western Sector in accordance
with the existing bilateral agree-
ments and protocols.

The diplomatic level talks
were held under the aegis of the
Working Mechanism for Co-
ordination and Co-operation
(WMCC).
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Shahrukh Pathan, who had
allegedly pointed a gun at a

Delhi Police head constable
during the 2020 Delhi riots, on
Thursday told a court here that
he did not fire shots at the cop
and merely wanted to scare
him and not kill, a claim
opposed by the prosecution. 

A photograph of Pathan
pointing a gun at Delhi Police
Head Constable Deepak
Dahiya had gone viral on social
media during the communal
riots last year. 

He was arrested on March
3, 2020, and is currently lodged
in Tihar Jail.

To show that there was no
attempt to murder the cop,
Senior advocate Menaka
Guruswamy, representing

Pathan, played a 26-seconds
long video of the incident in the
court and said that the accused
fired two shots - one in the air
and second to his right, fol-
lowing which he had a heated
conversation with Dahiya and
turned back.  

Additional Sessions Judge
Amitabh Rawat then asked the
lawyer to replay the video and
pointed towards the position of
Pathan's gun just before he shot
fire in the air.

“Look at the position of
his gun. It is not pointed up. It
is straight [at Dahiya]. When he
is taking the aim, it is straight,”
the judge noted.   
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Thursday

rolled out his six-point action
plan to clean up the Yamuna
River by 2025.

As the action plan of Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP)
Government includes improv-
ing the national Capital’s
sewage treatment capacity and
network, cleaning up major
drains, de -silting water drains
and taking stern action over the
release of untreated waste, CM
Kejriwal is committed to take
a dip in the river himself before
the next elections as he claimed
the work to clean Yamuna has
been started.

“Have prepared a 6-point
action plan to completely
change the face of the Yamuna
River; will not back down on
my promise made to Delhi res-
idents, work started to the
clean the Yamuna on war-foot-
ing,” Kejriwal said while
addressing media.

Enhancing the capacity of
STPs, In-situ treatment of large
drains, crackdown on indus-
trial waste, sewer connections
to JJ clusters, desilting of drains
are the main plan to clean the

River Yamuna.
Kejriwal recalled his

promise during the 2020
assembly elections to clean up
Yamuna within five years and
said, “Yamuna is close to every-
one. It is the lifeline of Delhi,
everyone wants to see a clean
Yamuna. While it took 70 years
to dirty the river and cannot be
cleaned in tow days, our gov-
ernment has prepared a six-
point action plan to clean river
by February 2025.”

Illustrating one by one,
Kejriwal started with STPs,
explaining four new STPs are
being  built in Delhi, namely at
Okhla with a capacity of 124
MGDs, at Coronation Pillar site
with a capacity of 70 MGDs, at
Rithala with a capacity of 40
MGDs and at Kondli with a
capacity of 45 MGDs. 

Most importantly the
Government needs the art of
pollution control in Yamuna
and to get success in it, the
existing 19 STPs are being
upgraded aiming to increase
the capacity to treat the sewage,
these are -  Mehrauli, Okhla
Phase 5, Okhla Phase 6, Kondli
Phase 2 Kondli phase 4,
Yamuna Vihar Phase 1,
Yamuna Vihar Phase 2,

Yamuna Vihar Phase 3, aC
Pillar Phase 1, 2 and 3,Narela,
Rithala Phase 2,Rohini,
Keshopur Phase 1, 2 and 3,
Nilothi Phase 1, Pappankalan
Phase 1 and Najafgarh.

The second point in AAP
Government’s action plan is to
cleaning of four major drains.
There are four major drains
increasing pollution are
Najafgarh drain,
Supplementary drain,
Barapullah drain and Shahdara
drain. 

“The running water is
being cleaned inside the drain
itself. STPs are developed far off
and the waste removal there is
called ex situ.

Whereas the cleaning of
sewage inside the drain is
called in situ,” quoted as Delhi
Government said.

While the industrial pol-
lution is major challenge ahead
the Government as in 33 indus-
trial clusters, there are 17
industrial clusters whose waste-
water goes to 13 CETPs and the
rest does not go to CETPs, city
government in its third plan
will work on the industrial
waste.

“Those drains whose
wastewater does not go to
CETP, will be tapped in the
sewer line at different places
and will be sent to CETP to be
cleaned. Sewage Treatment
Plants (STP) are under Delhi
Jal Board and Common
Effluent Treatment Plants
(CETP) are under DSIIDC.
DSIIDC looks after industries,”
Delhi Government said, “There
are also many such industries,
which do not put their waste in
the pipeline which goes to the
CETP. If they do not put waste-
water in CETP drains, then
those industries will be shut. 

There are also some indus-
tries, which have to put water
in the sewer line after some
treatment on their end. 
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The Delhi Traffic Police on
Thursday issued an advi-

sory prohibiting the entry of
trucks, except those carrying
essential commodities in the
city till November 21, in order
to combat the deteriorating
air pollution in the national
Capital.  According to Manish
Kumar Agarwal, the Special
Commissioner of Police,
Traffic, specified measures
issued by the Commission for
Air Quality Management
(CAQM) to combat air pollu-
tion have to be implemented
strictly by the agencies and
departments concerned.

"The measures also include
banning the entry of trucks,
except those carrying essential
commodities, in Delhi till
November 21 subject to further
review," said the Special CP.

All truck unions, owners
and drivers of trucks are

advised to make adequate
arrangements at their own level
for proper parking and halting
of their vehicles outside Delhi
borders at suitable places like
warehouses, transport hubs till
November 21 when further
orders will be issued by the
CAQM or the Delhi
Government regarding the
matter, said the Special CP.

He has also urged police
authorities of neigbhouring

NCR towns and cities to make
adequate arrangements for
diversion of trucks which will
be allowed entry into Delhi to
avoid congestion at border
entry points. The Delhi Traffic
Police has intensified crack-
down against those flouting
pollution norms and those ply-
ing old vehicles with the
deployment of teams at 170
locations across the city, offi-
cials said.
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Hitting out at the Delhi
Government for “failing”

to take concrete action to pro-
vide respite from air pollution,
Delhi Congress accused the
AAP Government of playing
with the lives of residents.

Congress Delhi unit vice-
president Jai Kishan said that
the Capital has become gas
chamber and people are gasp-

ing to breath due to “incom-
petency” of the AAP
Government in tackling the cri-
sis.

“The Government should
wake up from slumber and act
responsibly to address the
problem instead of passing the
buck on neibouring States. 

The AAP Government
keeps blaming stubble burning
in the neighbouring States as
the main reason for worsening
air quality but the facts is that

vehicles accounted for more
than 50 per cent of pollution in
the city during the early phase
of this year's winter from
October 24 to November 8,” he
said.

Citing the recent direction
of the Supreme Court, Jai
Kishan said that even the AAP
Government was slammed by
the court for severe air pollu-
tion in the Capital.

“Pollution has scaled to
such a severe level that people

have to wear masks even inside
their homes to protect their
lungs and health but the AAP
government is busy shifting the
blame on one another,” he
added.

Thirty-three of the 39 air
quality monitoring stations in
the national Capital recorded
air pollution levels in the severe
category on Thursday. 

An AQI between zero and
50 is considered "good", 51 and
100 "satisfactory", 101 and 200

"moderate", 201 and 300
"poor", 301 and 400 "very
poor", and 401 and 500
"severe".

According to the Graded
Response Action Plan (GRAP),
air quality is considered to be
in the 'emergency' category if
the PM2.5 and PM10 levels
continue to be above 300
micrograms per cubic metre
and 500 micrograms per cubic
metre respectively for 48 hours
or more.
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Aday after Delhi's
Environment Minister

Gopal Rai directed the fire
brigade of the fire department
to start sprinkling water at
specified spots, the Delhi Fire
Service (DFS) on Thursday
began sprinkling water at 13
hotspots to combat the rising
air pollution in the city. 

"Fire department has been
asked to spray water in view of
the rising pollution. Hence,
we have started spraying water
from Thursday afternoon at 13
hotspots to improve the air
quality," said Atul Garg, the
Director, DFS.

"A fire tender with a crew
of four firefighters has been
deployed at each spot to sprin-
kle water to curb the pollution,"
said Garg.

According to the fire

department, the 13 identified
pollution hotspots include
Anand Vihar, Ashok Vihar,
Bawana, Dwarka, Jahangirpuri,
Mundka, Narela, Okhla,
Punjabi Bagh, R K Puram,
Rohini, Vivek Vihar and
Wazirpur.

In view of high pollution
levels in the national capital,
Rai on Wednesday at a press
conference had said, "Machines
of the fire brigade will sprinkle
water at 13 pollution hotspots
in Delhi in addition to the 372
tankers already deployed in the
city for this purpose.”
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From Page 1
“When the country is

working so hard on financial
inclusion, it is very important
to unlock the productive
potential of the citizens,” he
said.Modi further said the
reforms initiated by the
Government in the banking
sector in the last six-seven
years supported the banking
sector in every way, due to
which the sector is in a very
strong position today.“We
addressed the problem of
NPAs, recapitalised banks and
increased their strength. We
brought reforms like
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC), reformed many
laws and empowered Debt
Recovery Tribunal,” he said.

Modi also nudged bankers
to offer “customised solutions”
to businesses and micro, small
and medium enterprises
(MSMEs).

“Don’t wait for customers
to come to banks. You have to
go to them,” he said, while
assuring bankers that he will
“stand by them like a wall” for
every honest decision they
take.

Asking banks to move

ahead with a “big thinking
and innovative approach”, PM
Modi said “we will become lag-
gards if we delay adopting
Fintech.”

Setting a target for banks,
he said by August 15, 2022,
every bank branch should have
at least 100 clients who conduct
the entire business digitally.

“Banking sector has to
understand this that in India it
is time for investing in ideas. It
is time to support startups.
Startup is an idea, there is no
asset, it is just an idea,” he said.

“You (banks) have no
dearth of resources, data. The
government will continue to do
reforms, and you (banks) have
moved forward along with the
nation’s commitment and tar-
get,” he added.

The PM said steps taken in
the recent years have created a
strong capital base for the
banks.Banks have sufficient
liquidity and no backlog for
provisioning of bad loans,
while non-performing assets
(NPAs) in public sector banks
are at the lowest in the last five
years. This has led to the
upgrading of the outlook for
the Indian banks by interna-
tional agencies, he pointed out.

The PM emphasised on the
need to proactively serve the
customers and asked banks to
provide customised solutions to
customers, companies and
MSMEs after analysing their
needs.

He also praised the bank-
ing sector for its enthusiasm in
implementing the Jan Dhan
Scheme.

The Prime Minister said
banks should proactively get
involved in the growth story.
He gave the example of the
Production Linked Incentive
(PLI) scheme where the
Government is doing the same
by giving Indian manufactur-
ers an incentive on production.

Under the PLI scheme,
manufacturers have been
incentivised to increase their
capacity manifold and trans-
form themselves into global
companies. Banks can play a
big role in making projects
viable through their support
and expertise, said Modi.

“Reforms in last six-seven
years have led to the banking
sector in a strong position
today... We have addressed
non-performing assets (NPAs)
of banks, recapitalised banks,
brought bankruptcy laws and
strengthened debt recovery tri-
bunal,” Modi added.

He said with consolidation
among public sector lenders,
they are able to raise funds
from market. With the reforms,
banks have a huge and strong
capital base, good liquidity
and no NPA backlog.
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“The most important
ingredient for constituting the
offence of sexual assault is sex-
ual intent and not skin-to-
skin contact with the child. The
construction of a rule should
give effect to the rule rather
than destroy it. Any narrow
interpretation of the provision
which would defeat its object
cannot be accepted. The inten-
tion of the legislature cannot be
given effect unless the wider
interpretation is given,” the
bench said. 

As the judgment was pro-
nounced, Justice UU Lalit said
this is perhaps the first time
that the Attorney General had
filed an appeal on the criminal
side.  “This is perhaps the first
time that the Attorney General
has challenged the judgment
on the criminal side and that’s
again something very first,” he
said.  

Justice S Ravindra Bhat
then clarified that in 1985 too,
the then Attorney General had
challenged a judgment of the
Rajasthan High Court requir-
ing public hanging. 

The then Attorney General
K Parasaran had appealed
against the High Court judge-
ment on the criminal side
(Attorney General of India Vs
Lachma Devi) in which the HC
had orderep-1 scd execution of
death sentence by public hang-
ing at the stadium ground or
Ramlila Ground of Jaipur after
giving widespread publicity
through the media of the date,
time and place of execution.

The apex court had then made
it clear that execution of death
sentence by public hanging
would be a barbaric practice
clearly violative of Article 21 of
the Constitution. 

Senior advocate Siddhath
Luthra appeared for the convict
in the case as an amicus curi-
ae, while his sister, senior advo-
cate Geeta Luthra, appeared for
the National Commission of
Women.

The apex court said this
time a brother and sister have
also opposed each other.

Attorney General KK
Venugopal had earlier told the
apex court that the controver-
sial verdict would set a “dan-
gerous and outrageous prece-
dent” and needed to be
reversed.

The top court, which was
hearing separate appeals of the
Attorney General and the
National Commission for
Women (NCW), had on
January 27 stayed the order
which had acquitted a man
under the Protection of
Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act saying
groping a minor’s breast with-
out skin-to-skin contact can-
not be termed as sexual
assault. 

Two judgments were
passed by Justice Pushpa
Ganediwala of the Bombay
High Court (Nagpur Bench).
The verdict had said that grop-
ing a minor’s breast without
skin-to-skin contact cannot be
termed as sexual assault as
defined under the POCSO Act. 
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From Page 1
He made it clear they are

not leaving the party. “We are
Congress by heart and won’t
leave the party,” asserted
Monga.

In the absence of former
party chief Rahul Gandhi who
is abroad, Congress’ president
Sonia Gandhi is trying to avert
a split in Jammu and Kashmir.
AICC sources said Sonia is in
touch with Azad and J&K
Congress chief Mir, AICC in-
charge of the Union Territory,
Rajni Patil, and other leaders.

AICC sources said Patil’s
bid to isolate Azad has trig-
gered a chain reaction. Patil
recently replaced Ambika Soni
as AICC’s point-person. When
Patil toured Jammu and
Kashmir in October this year,
she reportedly expressed here
annoyance over party workers
chanting Azad’s name repeat-
edly.
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Paying homage to the Indian
soldiers who died fighting

the Chinese in 1962, Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh on
Thursday inaugurated a
revamped war memorial in
eastern Ladakh’s Rezang La. It
is the site of an epic battle at an
altitude of 18,000 feet where
over 100 Indian troops inflict-
ed heavy casualties on the
Chinese military.

The battle of Rezang La is
largely considered as the finest
moment for the Indian Army
in the India-China war six
decades ago. In his tributes to
the fallen heroes, the Minister
described the monument as an
example of the determination
and indomitable courage dis-
played by the Indian Army that

he said is not “only immortal in
the pages of history, but also
beats in our hearts”. 

The Defence Minister said
the “battle of Rezang La is con-
sidered one of the 10 greatest
and most challenging military
conflicts in the world.

“The historic battle of
Rezang La, fought at an altitude
of 18,000 feet, is difficult to
imagine even today. Major
Shaitan Singh and his fellow
soldiers fought till ‘last bullet
and last breath’ and wrote a
new chapter of bravery and sac-
rifice,” he said.

“I am saluting the 114
Indian soldiers who made
supreme sacrifices in the 1962
war after reaching Rezang La,
located amidst the inaccessible
hills of Ladakh,” Singh tweet-
ed.

The battle of Rezang La
began at around 4 am on
November 18, 1962, and last-
ed till around 10 pm during
which the ‘C’ company of 13th
battalion of the Kumaon
Regiment led by Major Shaitan
Singh not only stood their
ground but inflicted heavy
casualties on the Chinese
despite being outnumbered by
the adversary. Major Singh
was later posthumously con-
ferred with Param Vir Chakra,
India’s highest military deco-
ration.

Rajnath also met
Brigadier(retired) R B Jatar
who was part of the battle of
Rezang La. “I am over-
whelmed by the feeling of
respect for him and I salute his
courage. May God keep them
healthy and live long,” Singh

said. 
The revamped war memo-

rial has been thrown open at
a time India and China have
been locked in a bitter border
row in eastern Ladakh for
nearly one-and-half years.

The Indian Army had
occupied a number of moun-
tain peaks in Rezang La region
in August last year following
China’s aggressive posturing
and failed attempt to intimi-
date Indian troops.

The eastern Ladakh bor-
der standoff between the

Indian and Chinese militaries
erupted on May 5 last year fol-
lowing a violent clash in the
Pangong lake areas and both
sides gradually enhanced their
deployment by rushing addi-
tional troops and heavy
weaponry.

The tension escalated fol-
lowing a deadly clash in
Galwan Valley on June 15 last
year.

As a result of a series of
military and diplomatic talks,
the two sides completed the
disengagement process in the

north and south banks of the
Pangong lake in February and
in the Gogra area in August.

The last round of military
talks on October 10 ended in
a stalemate following which
both sides blamed each other
for the impasse. In a strong
statement after the 13th round
of talks, the Indian Army said
the “constructive suggestions”
made by it at the negotiations
were neither agreeable to the
Chinese side nor could Beijing
provide any “forward-look-
ing” proposals.
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The Congress on Thursday
expressed concern over

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s “continued silence”
over China’s territorial aggres-
sion as it cited satellite images
suggesting the purported con-
struction of Chinese villages
on Bhutanese territory over
the last year.

“The new construction by
the Chinese on Bhutanese soil
is particularly worrying for
India since we advised Bhutan
on their external relations pol-
icy and are also training their
armed forces,” said Congress
spokesperson Gourav Vallabh. 

The party stated it will
raise the issue during
Parliament’s Winter Session
beginning this month.

“Our forces have taken on
the illegal Chinese incursion.
Why is the Modi Government
disrespecting and dishonour-
ing the sacrifice of our brave
hearts?”

Vallabh referred to the
images at a media briefing. He
listed instances where the

Government allegedly failed to
respond to Chinese aggres-
sion. “When will the
Government respond to
China’s verbal, geographical,
military, and strategic aggres-
sion?” Vallabh urged Modi not
to hide behind “a smoke-
screen” and answer to the
people.

Party cornered the Modi
Government, accusing it of
compromising national secu-
rity and India’s territorial
integrity, and questioned
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s si lence on new
Chinese villages coming up
near the Doklam plateau.

Vallabh said latest satellite
images show that China has
built four villages in Bhutan,
next to Doklam, and has
grabbed 100 square kilome-
tres of land in the area
through illegal incursions.

“Why are we tolerating
this all-round aggression from
China and doing absolutely
nothing about it ? We urge the
Prime Minister not to hide
behind smokescreens and
answer to the people,” he said

at a press conference here.
“The Modi Government’s

unpardonable, blatant and
brazen compromise of nation-
al security and India’s terri-
torial integrity stands exposed
once again. The Prime
Minister and the Defence
Minister have undermined
the astounding valour and
insurmountable grit of our
armed forces, who faced the
Chinese incursions and
aggressions with indomitable
courage and sacrif ice,”
Vallabh said at a AICC Press
conference.

Congress general secre-
tary and chief spokesperson
Randeep Surjewala also
shared the satellite images
on Twitter and said, “100
Square KMs of ‘land grab’ and
illegal incursion and setting
four new villages by China in
Bhutan, next to Doklam is a
blow to India’s national secu-
rity. This happened between
May-Nov 2021.”

“Why is PM ‘mum’? Who
will  defend National
Security?” he asked.
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The Supreme Court on
Thursday ordered regis-

tration of a regular case by the
CBI into the alleged irregu-
larities in the disinvestment of
the government’s controlling
share in Hindustan Zinc
Limited (HZL) in 2002. The
top court, however, allowed
disinvestment of the Centre’s
residuary 29.5 per cent share
in the open market. A bench
of justices DY Chandrachud
and BV Nagarathna said the
recommendation of various
officials of the CBI for con-
verting the preliminary
inquiry of disinvestment of
HZL in 2002 into a regular
case satisfies the court’s con-
science that a prima facie case
is made out. 

The Court took note of the
fact that despite recommen-
dation for registration of reg-
ular case into the alleged
irregularities in the disinvest-
ment in 2002, the preliminary
inquiry was closed and direct-
ed that the CBI should forth-
with register a regular case and
the agency shall file its peri-
odic status report to the court.
The bench, however, directed
the Central Government that
it can disinvest 29.5 percent of
its residuary share in the open
market, saying that after 2002,
the HZL ceased to remain a
government company. 

Allowing disinvestment of
the balance 29.5 percent shares,
the Bench said that the Central
Government had ceased to be
in control of the erstwhile
PSU company since its disin-
vestment of shares in 2002.
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The Supreme Court on
Thursday allowed Prashant

Bhushan-led NGO to file an
appeal against the Delhi High
Court order which upheld the
Centre’s decision to appoint
Rakesh Asthana as Delhi Police
Commissioner four days before
his superannuation on July 31.
A bench of Justices DY
Chandrachud and AS Bopanna
said that it will take up for hear-
ing the writ petition filed by the
NGO and the appeal to be filed
by it on November 26. 

Advocate Prashant
Bhushan, appearing for the
NGO, ‘Centre for Public
Interest Litigation’ (CPIL), said
that the court had on August 25
kept its plea against Asthana’s
appointment pending and
asked the Delhi High Court to
decide expeditiously a similar
plea pending there. “Now that
the High Court has decided the
plea pending there, this court
has the benefit of the judgment.
I request this court to decide
our plea which is pending here
challenging the appointment of
Asthana,” Bhushan said. 

Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta, appearing for the
Centre, raised preliminary
objection on technical ground
that it is a writ petition and if

Bhushan is aggrieved by the
order of the high court, then he
has to file an appeal with the
permission of this court. Senior
advocate Mukul Rohatgi,
appearing for Asthana, said the
court should not keep the writ
petition pending if it is grant-
ing liberty to the petitioner
NGO to file an appeal. The
bench said it would look into
that aspect on November 26. 

On October 12, the Delhi
High Court upheld the Centre’s
decision to appoint Asthana as
Delhi Police Commissioner
four days before his superan-
nuation on July 31, saying
there was “no irregularity, ille-
gality or infirmity” in his selec-
tion. Dismissing a PIL chal-
lenging his selection, it had said
the justification and reasons
given by the Centre for
appointing Asthana are plau-
sible, calling for no interference
in judicial review. 

The high court had said the
Supreme Court’s decision in the
Prakash Singh case, which
mandated a minimum tenure
for certain police officials and
the constitution of a UPSC
panel before selection, was not
applicable to the appointment
of Police Commissioner for
Delhi but were “intended to
apply only to the appointment
of a State DGP”.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has arrest-

ed Debabrata Haldar under the
provisions of Prevention of
Money laundering Act in the
case of Sudhangshu Kumar
Halder and others, related to
loss of �173.50 crore to
National Small Industries
Corporation (NSIC).

The loss to NSIC was
incurred due to wrongful invo-
cation of bank guarantees/
invocation of fake bank guar-
antees.

A day before the arrest, the
ED had carried out a search
operation at six different places
in West Bengal. As a result of
the search operation, two vehi-
cles one Toyota Fortuner, and
one Toyota Corolla Altis (worth
Rs 50 lakh) cash and jewellery
(worth �18.4 lakhs) were seized
and an amount of �3.95 crore,
lying in the bank accounts of
related fictitious MSME firms
has been frozen under PMLA,
the agency said in a statement.

The ED had initiated a
money laundering investiga-
tion on the basis of an FIR reg-
istered by the CID, West
Bengal. There is a total loss of
�173.50 crore to NSIC lent
under its Raw Material

Assistance Scheme (RMA
Scheme) through criminal con-
spiracy by submitting  Bank
Guarantees (BGs) of other
unconnected entities and fake
BGs, purported to be issued by
various branches of the erst-
while United Bank of India,
Kolkata which came to fore
when these were enforced by
NSIC.

The funds of NSIC
obtained under its RMA
Scheme, was laundered/ divert-
ed through accounts of various
fictitious supplier firms.RMA
scheme has been devised to
provide credit facilities to var-
ious needy MSME firms, it
said.

During investigation, it was
revealed that Debabrata Haldar,
one of the main conspirators of
the scam, acted as a middleman
and main beneficiary of the
whole scam. The accused has
acquired various movable and
immovable properties out of the
proceeds of crime, it said.

During the PMLA investi-
gation, Haldar had been non-
cooperative, evasive and did not
divulge any relevant informa-
tion, leading to his arrest on
Wednesday.

A Special PMLA Court
has remanded him to 10-day
ED custody.
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President Ram Nath Kovind
will honour the awardees of

‘Swachh Survekshan 2021’—
the sixth edition of the annual
cleanliness survey—on
November 20.

In a statement, the Union
Housing and Urban Affairs
Ministry on Thursday said that
in line with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s vision of a
garbage-free India under
Swachh Bharat Mission-Urban
2.0, cities certified under the
star rating protocol for garbage-
free cities will also be awarded
at the ceremony.

The ‘Swachh Amrit
Mahotsav’ being organised on
Saturday will also pay tribute to
sanitation workers by recog-
nising top performing cities
under the “Safaimitra Suraksha
Challenge” earlier initiated by
the Ministry, it stated.

The ministry said that
from surveying 73 major cities
in 2016, the sixth edition of
Swachh Survekshan covers
4,320 cities, making its the
world’s largest urban cleanli-
ness survey. “The success of
this year’s survey can be gauged
through the unprecedented
number of citizen feedback
received this year — over 5
crore, a marked increase from
last year’s 1.87 crore. The 2021

edition was conducted in
record time of 28 days despite
several on-ground challenges
owing to the COVID pan-
demic,” according to the state-
ment.

Talking about the ‘Swachh
Survekshan 2021’, the ministry
said that there have been sig-
nificant on-ground improve-
ments in performance of states
and cities, as compared to the
previous year.

For example, six states and
six Union territories have
shown overall improvement
(ranging between five and 25
per cent) in their overall
ground level performance over
last year, it said, adding that
more than 1,100 additional
cities have started source seg-
regation and nearly 1,800 addi-
tional urban local bodies have
started extending welfare ben-
efits to their sanitation workers.

“More than 1,500 addi-
tional urban local bodies have
notified a ban on the use, sale
and storage of non-biodegrad-
able plastic bags. In all, more
than 3,000 ULBs have notified
this ban.

“All North East states have
shown significant improve-
ment in their citizens’ feedback,
yet another testimony to how
the mission is reaching out to
every citizen, including in far
flung areas,” the ministry said.
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Tassaduq Hussain Mufti, the
brother of former Jammu

and Kashmir Chief Minister
Mehbooba Mufti, on Thursday
,appeared before the
Enforcement Directorate here
for questioning in a money
laundering case.

Tassaduq was the Tourism
Minister in the erstwhile
Jammu and Kashmir State
Government led by his sister.
His statement was recorded by
the ED officials under provi-
sions of the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act
(PMLA).

The criminal investigation
under money laundering
relates to funds allegedly
received by him from some
Kashmir-based businesses
when Mehbooba Mufti was the
Chief Minister of Jammu and

Kashmir, officials said.
The ED had earlier also

questioned Mehbooba in con-
nection with the case.

Mehbooba has termed the
summons to her brother as a
political vendetta against her.

“The moment I raise my
voice against any wrongdoing,
there is a summon waiting for
someone from my family. This

time it was my brother,” she had
reportedly said.

The former CM said she
has been protesting against
the killing of innocent civilians
in Hyderpora on the outskirts
of Srinagar city on Monday.

Four people were killed in
Hyderpora by police, who
dubbed them “terrorists” and
“harbourers of terrorists”. 
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) on

Thursday  conducted search-
es at multiple locations in
Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana in CPI Maoist
Encounter Case of Bastar,
Chhattisgarh.

The agency conducted
searches at 14 locations in
seven districts of Telangana
and Andhra Pradesh including
Hyderabad, Rachkonda,
Medak, Prakasam,
Visakhapatnam, Vijayawada
and Nellore in connection
with this case, the NIA said in
a statement.  

The case relates to the
exchange of fire on July 28,
2019 between the cadres of
CPI (Maoist) and a combined
team of local district Reserve
Guard, Special Task Force and
CRPF, resulting in the killing
of six Maoists and one civilian.

An FIR No. 179/2019 was
registered in this regard at
police station Nagarnar in
Bastar district of
Chhattisgarh. The NIA had re-
registered the case on March
18, 20201 against the accused
persons Sanju alias Pandu
Punem, Laxman, Munni,
Dashari and 30-40 unknown
others.
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Days before the Winter
Session of Parliament,Lok

Sabha Speaker Om Birla on
Thursday said a national-level
discussion should be held with
political parties to inculcate
self-discipline among legisla-
tors and check the “rising ten-
dency” of indiscipline and dis-
ruption in the Houses. Under
his chairmanship, the All India
Presiding Officers’ Conference
passed a resolution stating
there should be no disruption
during the Presidential address
and the motion of thanks on it.

Addressing the confer-
ence, Birla said legislatures
should be centres of solving
common man’s problems and
fulfilling their needs through
a comprehensive discussion
and dialogue without disrup-
tions. “We have to stop the
increasing tendency of indis-
cipline, disruption and uproar
in the legislatures. For this, we
will hold discussions with the
leaders of all political parties
so that the proceedings of the
House are carried out smooth-
ly,” he said.

The Lok Sabha speaker
said a national-level discussion
should be held for ensuring
the smooth functioning of the
legislative bodies in the coun-
try.

Sharing his vision for leg-
islative bodies, Birla said the
legislatures will act as pillars of

accountability towards the cit-
izens and stressed on making
these institutions more
empowered, capable, aware
and transparent. “We should
try to make a definite action
plan to increase the number of
meetings of the legislatures
providing maximum time and
opportunities to the hon-
ourable members so that the
people’s representatives can
discuss the major issues of
their state and country exten-
sively,” he said.

Birla told the presiding
officers from state legislative
bodies that the rules and pro-
cedures of all the legislatures
should be the same. “We have
to establish good traditions
and conventions inside the
legislatures, which will give
dignity to our Houses and
increase their prestige.” In the
context of technological evo-
lution, he stressed the need for
equipping the legislatures with
modern technology. “We will
prepare ‘One Nation One
Legislative Platform’ in due
course so that all legislatures
can make available their cur-
rent and old debates and other
resources at one place with
collective effort,” the Lok
Sabha speaker said.
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People infected with Covid,
who had long-term expo-

sure to air pollution, are more
likely to end up in hospital or
intensive care, finds a study
published in Environment
Health Perspectives.

The study found an associ-
ation between higher exposure
to Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
and fine particulate matter
(PM2.5) and increased disease
symptoms, particularly for
severe cases that ended in the
hospital or in intensive care.

The association with PM2.5
was stronger for men over 60
years of age and people living
in socioeconomically deprived
areas, said the researchers from
Barcelona Institute of Global
Health (ISGlobal).

A series of previous studies
have suggested that regions
with higher pre-pandemic lev-
els of air pollution had a high-
er incidence of Covid-19 cases
and deaths. However, the rea-
sons for these associations are
not yet clear; air pollution
could favour airborne trans-
mission of the virus, or it could
increase an individual’s sus-
ceptibility to infection or dis-
ease.

The problem is that previ-
ous studies were based on
reported cases, which had been
diagnosed, but missed all the
asymptomatic or undiagnosed
cases.
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Terming antimicrobial resistance
{AMR} as an ‘active volcano’, health

experts have warned that the adverse
impact of irrational use of antibiotics in
Covid patients will manifest itself in
future. They cited a review study that
claimed that while there was only 6.9 per-
cent of 3,338 Covid-19 patients with bac-
terial infection, 72 percent of them had
received antibiotics.

AMR occurs when microbes such as
bacteria, viruses, fungi, and parasites no
longer respond to medicines, making
infections difficult to treat.

The WHO has declared AMR- as one
of the top 10 global health threats. Many
factors have accelerated the threat of
AMR worldwide, including overuse and
misuse of medicines in humans, livestock
and agriculture, as well as poor access to
clean water, sanitation and hygiene.

This year during the World
Antimicrobial Awareness Week
(November 18-24), ‘Go Blue’ campaign
intends to raise awareness on AMR.
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On the Fourth Naturopathy Day being marked
Thursday, experts from the sector demanded that

the stream must be given the status at par with oth-
ers like Ayurveda and Unani in the traditional med-
icine system.

“Yog and Naturopathy must be included in
National Commission for Indian System of Medicines
(NCISM) so that Naturopathy may be at par with
other modern system of medicines. Also, Yoga trend
professional i.e. Yoga volunteer, Yoga teacher certi-
fied by Yoga Certification Board, Ministry of Ayush
must be recognized and efforts should be taken to
ensure job opportunities for them,” said Anant Biradar
National President- International Naturopathy
Organisation (INO) at an event here on the occasion.

‘Disease Free India’ Campaign was also launched
on the occasion beginning 18th November, 2021 to
15th August 2022 to propagate naturopathy among
common man. Biradar also reminded the
Government about the meeting held in July 2019 con-
ducted by National Board for promotion and devel-
opment of Yog and Naturopathy (for BNYS/Self
Educated/Diploma Holder).
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of the advocates exceeds the
30-minute limit, be it so. But
he must pay the cost for
every extra minute he contin-
ues to argue. These mea-
sures should help distribute
cases and litigation to advo-
cates who can efficiently
explain their clients’ problems
quickly enough rather than
ramble.

We have often called our-
selves a poor country, which
means fewer assets and more
people. If that be so, the
same buildings can be used
for a second shift. The current
procedure is for the High
Court to sit for five hours.
They can instead begin at 8.30
am and carry on uninterrupt-
ed till 1.30 pm and retire for
the day. The afternoon ses-
sion can begin at 2 pm and
carry on uninterrupted till 7
pm. The judges can be fixed,
whether for the morning or
afternoon session, and change
only when the new roster
comes out. There is no short-
age of lawyers who are pre-
pared to become judges or
lawyers who are prepared to
appear before them. To test
their knowledge before
appointment, there may be an
all-India examination to test
whether a person is eligible to

become a judge. The exami-
nation can have various lev-
els, depending on the courts
where the appointment is to
be made.

Yet another problem that
plagues India’s judicial system
is the sheer backlog of cases
that has accumulated in its
corridors. Similarly, the High
Courts should also be pre-
scribed the level of litigation
they can deal with. This must
apply to the lower courts as
well. Incidentally, I have
come across a Small Causes
partnership case in
Saurashtra reaching the apex
court. Imagine the number of
courts and judges the case
has had to travel!

The other point that must
strike the powers that be is
that 70 per cent of the litiga-
tion in India involves various
Governments. This reflects
that a large number of citizens
are denied justice unless they
try the law courts which, in
turn, shows that our laws are
not clear and simple, and also
open to bureaucratic interpre-
tation with a variety of mean-
ings. I do realise that quite a
large number of obsolete laws
have been scrapped lately.
However, there would be a lot
of operating laws that are

open to various interpreta-
tions. This is the reason for
the incidence of voluminous
litigation. Clearly, in order to
catch up with time, not mere-
ly the courts but also the laws
would need a change as well
as an elimination of the
redundant clauses in the var-
ious Acts. This would involve
the Law Commission.

Another area in which
time is wasted is the drafting
of petitions and affidavits
which are usually long, if not
also in outdated language. As
far back as in 1976, I had vis-
ited London in connection
with the purchase of a tea
company. The application for
sanction to the Reserve Bank
of India was drafted by the
London lawyer as well as by
our Kolkata solicitor. The one
written by the overseas lawyer
was a page and three lines
whereas what came from
Kolkata was over six longer
pages and a few lines. When
I returned to Kolkata, I asked
the legal friend whether brevi-
ty was the soul of wit. He
smiled in embarrassment.

(The writer is a 
well-known columnist, an
author and a former member
of the Rajya Sabha. The views
expressed are personal.)
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Sir — The Supreme Court has given the
Union Government a piece of its mind
over the avoidable and unjustified delay
in framing a uniform policy to provide
cooked food to hungry and destitute peo-
ple through community kitchens and
reminded it that the first and foremost
duty of a welfare State is to provide food
to people dying of hunger. Community
kitchens can be easily set up across the
country by allocating enough funds and
using the State machinery and resources
for transport of food grains and creation
of storage space and recruitment of
cooks and servers, provided there is the
political commitment and will to feed the
hungry.

India has the largest concentration of
impoverished people in the world; it is
home to as many as 196 million under-
nourished people, a disturbing fact that
should galvanise the Government into
making food security a reality for all.
Implicit in the right to life is the right to
food. Community kitchens are needed to
ensure that no one has to sleep on an
empty stomach. They should not be
viewed as eyesores in ‘New India’. 

G David Milton | Maruthancode
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Sir — The tussle between Telangana and
the Centre over ‘purchase of parboiled rice’
issue is avoidably going out of control as
the days pass on. A common observation
about the functioning of the current dis-
pensation is that it does not assertively fig-
ure out issues at the budding stage but only
allows micro-level leaders to issue contra-
dictory statements one after another with
no hope of solving issues but only boiling
them in a hot pan. At the same time, it is
also a fact that Telangana Chief Minister
KCR has issued so many media statements
over the last several months that the State
would purchase each grain produced by
the farmers at a respectable price and
ensure that farmers do not suffer finan-
cial loss on account of their agricultural
produce at any cost. 

Now the Chief Minister stages a
dharna (sit-in) demanding the Centre to

purchase all the parboiled rice produced
by the farmers. In such a situation, it is the
duty of the Centre to clarify in this mat-
ter by giving an official statement regard-
ing its liability to purchase all the parboiled
rice. The Centre should come clean with-
out politics, if any.

Katuru Durga Prasad Rao | Hyderabad
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Sir — The Centre’s announcement to
reopen the Kartarpur Sahib corridor has
been widely welcomed by all the politicians
across the political divide in Punjab even
as its timing coincides with the auspicious
Gurupurab falling on November 19. This
will facilitate Indian Sikh pilgrims’ visit to
Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Narowal,
Pakistan, and help them pay obeisance to
their first Sikh Guru Nanak Dev.
Meanwhile, newly appointed Punjab
Chief Minister Charanjit Singh Channi has
also announced that his entire State
Cabinet would also visit the shrine on
November 18 as a part of the first delega-

tion to the historic corridor after 19-month
closure following the COVID-19 outbreak. 

Recollecting his visit to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Home Minister Amit
Shah in this regard, CM Channi said that
the reopening of the corridor has come
across as the answer to the entire commu-
nity's prayers. Those hailing the Centre's
decision also include Shiromani
Gurudwara Prabandhak Committee
(SGPC), regarded as Sikhs’ mini-parlia-
ment, Shiromani Akali Dal(SAD) led by
Sukhbir Singh Badal, former Union
Minister Harsimrat Kaur Badal among
others. Interestingly, Pakistan had on
October 2, 2020, also announced to uni-
laterally open the Kartarpur corridor but
India did not reciprocate the gesture. To
sum up, the Central Government’s deci-
sion is seen as a Gurpurab gift to the
nation’s Sikhs. 

Azhar A Khan | Rampur
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Chief Justice NV
Ramana recently said
that common litigants
guided by resource-

and energy-sapping litigations
need quick justice. He had ear-
lier said that the inadequately
supported judiciary costs the
country foreign investments
and, therefore, economic
growth. He has implored the
Union Government to ensure
financial autonomy for his insti-
tution. Such reforms would
bring about different results,
including improving the GDP
and the general growth of the
economy.

In the eyes of the common
folk, the greatest judicial prob-
lem of India is delayed justice
and the accumulation of an
enormous backlog of cases. If
Chief Justice Ramana can show
a way of how a person of his
stature can suggest ways and
means of solving this gigantic
problem, it would be better. If
some success is met with in this
direction, the country as well as
the Government would be sym-
pathetic.

For a common litigant, it is
a matter of great surprise as to
why the courts grant adjourn-
ments freely. As s/he sees it, they
are penalised because most
lawyers mark their fees even for
the few seconds the adjourn-
ment is discussed. What is nec-
essary is to make the court ask
them to pay half the original
court fee for every adjournment.
This should, therefore, bring
about another benefit that a
busy lawyer can be avoided by
a sensible client. He would
select somebody to be his advo-
cate who does not have to
attend many cases, and in sev-
eral courts of the country.

Another belief of a common
litigant would be that appeals
should be confined to a maxi-
mum of two courts above,
preferably one. I have heard that
tenancy cases that began in
Mumbai’s Small Causes Court
eventually end up in the
Supreme Court. Yet another
thought would be, before com-
mencing the final hearing, the
judges should ask both sides
how much time they would
take; say, 30 minutes each. If one
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The medical world has
witnessed rapid changes
in the Medtech catego-

ry. In the times of COVID-19,
medical manpower scarcity
became a challenge, and to
keep non-COVID operations
going on, the Medtech indus-
try improvised and innovated,
ensuring uninterrupted med-
ical services.

A few months into the
lockdown, hospitals increas-
ingly moved towards robot-
assisted surgeries to deal with
huge backlogs. Though robot-
ics surgery is indeed one of the
great technological success
stories of present times, it has
not been used extensively
because it is cost-prohibitive.
With increased research in
the usage of robotics for surg-
eries, the entire landscape of
the healthcare system is chang-

ing. After the first patient was
operated on in 1998 using a
surgical robot, more than a
million robotic surgeries have
been completed successfully in
the last 20 years with a contin-
uous evolution in technology.

With a humble beginning
in the middle of the twentieth
century, the robotic surgery
field has seen great success to
date but still, a lot needs to be
done to bring it to the reach of
the masses. Currently, there are
close to 79 robotic surgical sys-
tems present in India that are
not being used to their full
potential. The reason is these
systems are far too expensive
and take years to master, due
to which very few surgeons get
trained to operate these robot-
ic systems and, much of the
world is still waiting to bene-
fit from this technology.

According to recent data,
there is one doctor for every
1,445 Indians which is lower
than the WHO's prescribed
norm of one doctor for 1,000
people. Also, India ranks low-
est in availability of hospital
beds per 1000 people. The
global average is 3.4 beds per
thousand people whereas India
stands far behind with 0.7
beds. Shortage of healthcare
professionals, bad connectiv-
ity and, limited medical sup-

plies are additional problems. 
In the present scenario,

robotic surgeries are more
beneficial compared to tradi-
tional surgery, as it needs
smaller incisions, which means
less pain and scarring, leading
to less time spent in the hos-
pital and quicker recovery
time, which is a boon for the
Indian healthcare system. Also,
it will put less pressure on the
healthcare professional as
robotic surgery brings
enhanced precision, flexibility,
control, and vision. It also
allows the surgeon to perform
very delicate or complex sur-
gical procedures that may have
been very difficult or even
impossible without the aid of
the robot.

A country like India will
be benefitted from the inclu-
sion of robotic surgeries on a

mass scale as it will lower the
infection rate and faster recov-
ery. The tier 2 cities will also
get doctors equipped with the
knowledge and precision avail-
able only in metros and tier1
cities. More hospitals will be
able to handle complicated and
life-threatening surgeries. It
will bring a revolution in the
medical field where both
patients and surgeons will
look forward to an improved
life expectancy.

Robotic technology is cur-
rently expensive for wider
adoption across all types of
healthcare settings, its adapt-
ability specifically concerning
robotic assistants in surgery is
still to reach the masses. The
hope is that next-generation
surgical robots would be eco-
nomical and will bridge the
gap, which can be made avail-

able for more people and ben-
efit the world in the long run.
Around 140 companies and
research institutions are work-
ing on various robotic systems.
The focus is on how to keep it
cost-effective. If the proce-
dures are economical and the
maintenance contracts are
affordable, more patients will
get the benefit. Keeping this
vision in mind, we are all set
to launch the first Made in
India robotic surgical system
SSI Mantra by the end of this
year.

Robotic-assisted surgeries
have made significant contri-
butions to the Indian health-
care industry, and the market
is expected to reach ?2,600
crore by 2024 at a CAGR of
19.8 per cent, as per a report
by Research and Markets.
Based on the findings of a

symposium last year, almost 50
per cent of all surgeries in India
will be robot-assisted by 2025. 

Robotic surgical systems
will play a critical role in
training young medical profes-
sionals to become more effi-
cient future surgeons. It will
make the surgeries more pre-
cise and less complicated. Tier
2 and tier 3 hospitals will also
be able to provide procedures
at par with big-city hospitals.

There is a long way to go
in creating awareness about the
benefits of robotic surgery.
Acceptance of robotic surgery
needs to increase significant-
ly, along with the cost-effec-
tiveness. The transition from
conventional surgery to robot-
ic surgery will be complete
only when accessibility and
affordability are chalked out
and planned accordingly. 
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The Constitution-bench verdict
dated November 13, 2019, of the
Supreme Court declaring even the
office of Chief Justice of India as

public-authority under RTI Act has been
welcomed, but may not serve the purpose
till the Union government takes more cor-
rective measures. 

The remedy is that the government by
notification may declare all public-private-
partnerships, sports-bodies, cooperative-
societies and other such bodies, public-
authorities under the RTI Act. Land and
Building Departments of central and state
governments should study all cases of allot-
ment of land or government-accommoda-
tions at subsidised rates or lease, and
declare all these as public-authorities
under the RTI Act.

However, effective steps should be
taken to prevent misuse of the RTI Act,
which will be a boon to genuine informa-
tion-seekers by drastically reducing pen-
dency at Information Commissions apart
from saving man-hours and expenses for
both the public-authorities and the peti-
tioners.

Basic RTI fees should be uniform
throughout the country

Section 27 and 28 of the RTI Act give
power to Competent Authorities and
state-governments to draft their own
rules which include fixing of RTI fees and
mode of payment of RTI fees. Several
Competent Authorities and states misused
their power by having RTI fees as high as
rupees 500, which in fact was aimed to dis-
courage the RTI Act. Several states fixed
RTI fees for filing First Appeals also.
However Supreme Court in its verdict
dated March 20, 2018 on a petition filed
by Common Cause imposed a capping of
Rs. 50 to be maximum RTI fees.

India should be governed with the prin-
ciple "One Nation - One Rule" at least in
respect of RTI fees and its mode of pay-
ment. Best is to club copying-charges of first
twenty copied with basis RTI fees of Rs. 10
(for Central public-authorities) thus mak-
ing Rs. 50 as uniform RTI fees throughout
the country inclusive of charges of first
twenty copied pages. That will largely pre-
vent misuse of RTI Act just for sake of fun
or publicity. There must not be any fees for
filing First or Second Appeals. Such a sys-
tem will not affect poor persons below
poverty line (BPL category) because they
are already exempted from paying RTI fees.
However, to prevent big contractors and
others misusing the provision by filing RTI
applications under names of their workers
of BPL category to get copying-charges in
thousands of rupees waived off, persons
under BPL category may be required to pay
copying-charges for copied pages exceed-
ing twenty.

There is a need to accept repeated CIC-
recommendations for issue of RTI stamps.
Handling the cost of a postal-order of value
Rs. 10 costs the postal-department about
Rs. 50 with cost of handling of postal-
orders by a public-authority and bank-
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clearing even extra. The best rem-
edy to overcome the situation is to
accept frequent CIC-verdicts and
administrative-request of CIC by
postal-department to issue special
RTI stamps (like earlier stamps for
payment of licence-fees of radios
and TV sets) in denominations of
Rs. 2, 10 and 50 which will save
crores of rupees annually to public-
exchequers in using postal-orders
as mode of payment of RTI fees.
These RTI stamps should be con-
veniently available at all post-
offices and counters of public-
authorities and other convenient
sale-points.

This will tackle the situation
where public-authorities like
National Green Tribunal (NGT)
refuse acceptance of RTI fees in
cash with nearby post office at
Baroda House not selling postal
orders thus putting RTI applicants
in big difficulty.

The provision of sending post-
free RTI applications should be
extended to all 160,000-odd post-
offices.Post-free RTI applications
addressed to central public-author-
ities should be extended to all
about 160,000 post-offices rather
than just about 4,500 post offices
presently. It is not difficult because
every post-office however small it
may be, daily sends post-bag to
Head Post Office with registered
post, cash and unsold revenue-arti-
cles. This post-bag can carry post-
free RTI applications received at the
post-office.

The provision of auto-emailing
of RTI responses must be there on
RTI applications filed on-line. The
portal for filing on-line RTI appli-
cations should be modified so that
RTI responses and orders of First
Appellate Authorities may also be
auto-emailed rather than RTI appli-
cants required to go to portal for

viewing of RTI responses. SMS-
alerts about emailing of RTI
responses can also be there. Rather
it will be still more advantageous for
users of the RTI Act if RTI respons-
es may be e-mailed on email IDs
provided on RTI applications filed
through hard copies.

The order of the Punjab and
Haryana High Court to make ID
proof compulsory with every RTI
application, First Appeal and peti-
tions before Information
Commissions must be implement-
ed. The Department of Personnel
and Training should issue a circu-
lar in tune with para 23 of verdict
dated  November 2, 2012, in the
matter-Fruit and Vegetable Union
versus Unknown (CWP 4787 of
2011) which requires ID proof
compulsory to be attached with
every RTI application, First Appeal
and Second Appeal or complaint
filed with Information
Commissions. Already the aspect
has been adopted in  Odisha.
Those who do not want to disclose
their identity can file RTI applica-
tions through post-box hired at
some post-office.

There has to be uniformity in
websites for filing online RTI appli-
cations necessary. Only websites
uniformly designed by National
Informatics Centre should be
mandatorily for all states. This has
become necessary for state like
Odisha that has made online filing
of RTI applications a mockery
when it is compulsory to download
online-filled RTI application and
then send it by post to the con-
cerned department. If such is the
case, then there is no utility of hav-
ing a useless portal for filing online
RTI applications. Furthermore
option-list for payment does not
include even all the public-sector
banks. Website designed for DoPT

is an ideal one, and should be com-
pulsorily followed by all states.

Public-authorities are being
misled by private firms to train offi-
cers for the RTI Act. Some organ-
isation named Institute-Of-Public-
Administration IPA has been send-
ing letters to all public-authorities
coming under purview of the RTI
Act regarding holding paid two-day
workshop on charging rupees heav-
ily to the tune of Rs. 20,000 for local
public authorities and Rs. 40,000 for
outside-participant with spouse.
Drafting of invitation-letters looks
like that of some government-
authorised body like Indian-
Institute-Of-Public-Administration
IIPA. Many public-authorities con-
fusing the letter as if sent from a
government-authorised have been
sending participants to attend RTI-
workshop at cost of public-exche-
quer. The DoPT, Central
Information Commission CIC and
Indian Institute of Public adminis-
tration IIPA should immediately
take cognizance of the matter to
prevent such tactics to mint money
by private bodies.

The Delhi Right To
Information Act, 2001, needs
immediate repeal after a High
Court order. This is in reference to
order dated August 8, 2018 in
WPC 8278 of where the court said
that "the Right To Information
Act, 2005 would now override the
Delhi Right To Information Act,
2001 as it would occupy the entire
legislative field".  The DRTI Act has
lost all relevance with RTI Act in
existence, and only a very few
applications are now being filed
under DRTI Act, with most officers
of Delhi Government being total-
ly unaware about provisions of
DRTI Act. All such acts legislated
by individual states, before RTI Act
2005 came into existence.

(The writer is RTI 
consultant holding the

Guinness World record for
most letters published in
newspapers. The views
expressed are personal.)
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Islamabad: Pakistan on
Thursday rejected its designa-
tion by the US as a ‘country of
particular concern' as an “arbi-
trary and selective assessment”,
saying it was completely against
the realities on the ground
and raises serious doubts over
the credibility of the exercise.

The United States on
Wednesday designated several
nations, including Pakistan,
China, Iran, North Korea and
Myanmar, as countries of par-
ticular concern for violation of
religious freedom.

"I am designating Burma
(Myanmar), the People's
Republic of China, Eritrea,
Iran, the DPRK, Pakistan,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Tajikistan,
and Turkmenistan as Countries
of Particular Concern for hav-
ing engaged in or tolerated sys-

tematic, ongoing, and egre-
gious violations of religious
freedom," US Secretary of State
Antony Blinken said.

Pakistan Foreign
Office spokesman Asim
Iftikhar Ahmed said at a week-
ly briefing that the designation
of Pakistan as a ‘country of par-
ticular concern' was “com-
pletely against the realities on
the ground and raises serious
doubts about the credibility of
this exercise”.

“Such subjective designa-
tions do not contribute towards
promoting the cause of reli-
gious freedom worldwide,” he
said.

Ahmed said Pakistan and
the US have been construc-
tively engaging on the subject
at the bilateral level, a fact
regrettably overlooked by the

US. Pakistani society is
multi-religious and pluralistic
with a rich tradition of inter-
faith harmony. Religious free-
dom and the protection of the
rights of minorities are guar-
anteed by the Constitution and
ensured through a range of leg-
islative, policy and adminis-
trative measures, he said.

“We believe the redressal
of the rising trend of intoler-
ance, discrimination, xeno-
phobia and Islamophobia
requires global efforts based on
the principles of cooperation
and mutual understanding,”
he said, while terming the
omission of India as unfortu-
nate.

Ahmed also said Pakistan
was sincerely playing its part in
ending all kinds of intolerance
around the world. PTI 

Beijing: China on Thursday
slammed the US for designating it
along with Pakistan and others as
'countries of particular concern' for
the violation of religious freedom
and accused Washington of fre-
quently using religious issues to
interfere in the internal affairs of
other nations.

The US on Wednesday desig-
nated several nations, including
China, Pakistan, Iran, North Korea
and Myanmar, as “countries of par-
ticular concern for having engaged
in or tolerated systematic, ongoing,
and egregious violations of reli-
gious freedom."

China firmly opposes groundless
accusations as it smears the country's
religious freedom, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Zhao Lijian told the
media here. When asked
about the US charge, Zhao said,

“Chinese Government protects cit-
izens' religious freedom in accor-
dance with the law”.

He said China has nearly
200 million religious believers, over
3.80 lakh clerical personnel, 5500
religious groups and 1.40 lakh places
of worship for religious activities.
"People in China enjoy full freedom
of religious belief. Facts speak loud-
er than words and a lie repeated a
thousand times is still a lie,” he
said.

On Wednesday, Secretary of
State Antony Blinken asserted that
the United States will not waiver in
its commitment to advocate for
freedom of religion or 
belief for all and in every country and
said the challenges to religious free-
dom in the world today are struc-
tural, systemic, and deeply
entrenched. PTI

Islamabad: Sex offenders convicted of mul-
tiple rapes in Pakistan could face chemi-
cal castration after Parliament passed a new
legislation that aims to speed up convic-
tions and impose tougher sentences.

The bill is a response to a public out-
cry against a recent spike in incidents of
rape of women and children in the coun-
try and growing demands for effectively
curbing the crime.

The passage of the bill comes almost
a year after President Arif Alvi approved
the new anti-rape ordinance that was
cleared by the Pakistan Cabinet, calling for
the chemical castration of rapists with the
consent of the convict and setting up of
special courts for speedy trails.

The Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill
2021 bill was passed along with 33 other
bills by the joint session of parliament on
Wednesday. It seeks to amend the Pakistan
Penal Code, 1860, and the Code of
Criminal Procedure, 1898, the Dawn
newspaper reported. “Chemical

castration is a process duly notified by rules
framed by the prime minister, whereby a
person is rendered incapable of 
performing sexual intercourse for any
period of his life, as may be determined by
the court through administration of drugs
which shall be conducted through a noti-
fied medical board,” according to 
the bill.

Jamaat-i-Islami Senator Mushtaq
Ahmed protested over the bill and termed
it un-Islamic and against Sharia.

He said a rapist should be hanged pub-
licly, but there was no mention of castra-
tion in Sharia.

Chemical castration is the use of
drugs to reduce sexual activity. It is a legal
form of punishment in countries includ-
ing South Korea, Poland, the Czech
Republic and in some states in the US,
according to media reports.

Critics say fewer than 4 per cent of sex-
ual assault or rape cases in Pakistan result
in a conviction. PTI
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Coronavirus deaths in Russia
hit record highs for the sec-

ond straight day Thursday,
while new daily cases appeared
to be taking a downward trend
but still remained higher than
during previous waves of the
pandemic. 

Russia's state coronavirus
task force reported that 1,251
people died of Covid-19 since
the day before, the most since
Russia had its first virus out-
break in March 2020. The pre-
vious record of 1,247 deaths
was recorded Wednesday. 

The task force also report-
ed 37,374 new confirmed cases.
Until this week, Russian
authorities had recorded high-
er daily case numbers since late
October. 

Health experts have
blamed the latest surge in
infections and deaths on low
vaccination rates and lax pub-
lic attitudes toward taking pre-
cautions. Fewer than 40 per
cent of Russia's nearly 146 mil-
lion people have been fully vac-
cinated, even though the coun-
try approved a domestically
developed COVID-19 vaccine
months before most of the
world. 

To boost immunisation
rates, the government said new

restrictions would take effect
next year and limit access to
many public places, as well as
domestic and international
trains and flights, to those who
have been fully vaccinated,
have recovered from Covid-19
or are medically exempt from
vaccination. 

Officials have urged
Russians to get vaccinated in
the meantime. In total,
the coronavirus task force has
reported over 9.2 million con-
firmed infections and more
than 260,000 Covid-19 deaths,
by far the highest death toll in
Europe. Some experts believe
the true figure is even higher.

Reports by Russia's statis-
tical service, Rosstat, that tally
coronavirus-linked deaths
retroactively reveal much high-
er mortality. 

United Nations: India's envoy
to the UN has said that terror-
ism continues to pose a "serious
threat" to Afghanistan and the
region, emphasising that the
current sitution in the war-torn
country has direct implications
for India and reiterated its call
for an “inclusive dispensation”
in Kabul which represents all
sections of the Afghan society.

India's Permanent
Representative to the UN,
Ambassador T S Tirumurti,
addressing the UN Security
Council open briefing on the
United Nations Assistance
Mission in Afghanistan
(UNAMA) on Wednesday, said
that the situation in
Afghanistan continues to be a
cause of pressing concern.

“Terrorism continues to
pose a serious threat to
Afghanistan and to the region.
In fact, this Council itself has
come together, on several occa-
sions since August, to pro-
nounce in one voice where
places of religious worship,
including those used by reli-
gious and ethnic minorities,
and other public places such as
hospitals, have been targeted by
terrorists,” he said.

As its immediate neighbour
and a long-standing friend of its
people, the current situation has
direct implications for India,”
the Indian ambassador said.

Tirumurti said that the Security
Council Resolution 2593,
adopted under India's
Presidency of the UNSC in
August, clearly sets out bound-
aries outlining the internation-
al community's expectations
on a range of critical and imme-
diate issues.

The resolution lays down
the requirements in terms of the
fight against terrorism, where it
has noted the commitment of
the Taliban not to allow the use
of the Afghan soil for terrorism,
including from terrorists and
terrorist groups designated
under the Resolution 1267
relating to ISIL and al-Qaeda
sanctions, he told the Council
meeting, which was 
briefed by Special
Representative on Afghanistan
Deborah Lyons.

Tirumurti said that
Resolution 2593 also laid down
the expectations of the inter-
national community in terms of
an inclusive, negotiated politi-
cal settlement with the full,
equal and meaningful partici-
pation of women and minori-
ties and diverse political-ethnic
groups in the country, the
importance of upholding
human rights including those of
women, children and minori-
ties, and the requirement to
provide humanitarian assis-
tance to the people of

Afghanistan.
“One of our immediate

priorities is to evacuate strand-
ed people, as well as ensure their
free movement so that they are
allowed to travel in and out of
Afghanistan,” he said.

Tirumurti reiterated India's
calls for an “inclusive dispen-
sation” in Afghanistan which
represents all sections of the
Afghan society. “A broad based,
inclusive and representative
formation would gain greater
international acceptability and
legitimacy,” he said.

He underlined that today,
it is more necessary than ever
that the international commu-
nity speak with one voice on
Afghanistan.

Resolution 2596 requires
the Secretary General to report
to the Security Council on
strategic and operational rec-
ommendations for the mandate
of UNAMA, in the light of
recent political, security and
social developments.
"We believe this report should
contain holistic recommenda-
tions from a strategic perspec-
tive,” Tirumurti said, adding
that when the Council decides
on the future of the UNAMA
mandate in March 2022, its
focus needs to be centered on
the welfare, well-being and
expectations of the Afghan
people. PTI 
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At least 25 people were killed by suspected
extremist gunmen in southwest Niger, the

government said Wednesday.
Buildings were burned and ransacked in the

attack earlier this week near Bakorat village
along the border with Mali, Alkache Alhada,
the interior minister said in a statement. The
government called the attack cowardly and said
security sweeps in the area are underway. 

This is the latest in a string of extremist vio-
lence linked to al-Qaida and the Islamic State
group in the conflict-ridden West African
nation, particularly along the border with
Mali.

Earlier this month suspected Islamic
extremists ambushed a self-defense brigade in
western Niger killing 69 people and in March,
137 people were killed by gunmen on motor-
cycles who attacked a series of villages along
the border.

While no group claimed responsibility for
this week's attack, al-Qaida is most prominent
in that part of Niger as it has operated there for
many years, say conflict analysts. 

The attack signifies a continued rise of
extremist violence in the Sahel, the region south
of the Sahara Desert, said Laith Alkhouri, CEO
of Intelonyx Intelligence Advisory. 

“It further denotes the lackluster
security measures that keep the borders porous
and provide terrorist groups like al-Qaida and
ISIS, who've been competing for dominance,
with opportunities to expand,” he said. 

Washington: American offi-
cials are unsure why Russian
President Vladimir Putin is
building up military forces
near the border with eastern
Ukraine but view it as anoth-
er example of troubling mili-
tary moves that demand
Moscow's explanation,
Defence Secretary Lloyd
Austin said Wednesday.

“We'll continue to
call on Russia to act responsi-
bly and be more transparent
on the buildup of the forces
around on the border of
Ukraine,” Austin told a
Pentagon news conference,
adding, “We're not sure exact-
ly what Mr. Putin is up to.”

He said the troop buildup
has the Pentagon's attention
and that the Russians should
be “more transparent about
what they're up to.” AP

Sofia (Bulgaria: Bulgarian military prosecutors
on Thursday indicted a group of serving and
retired military officials on charges of spying for
Russia. 

The indictment filed in a military court
accuses six people of collecting and passing clas-
sified information to a foreign country, the pros-
ecutors said. They include a former senior offi-
cial in Bulgaria's Military Intelligence Service,
senior Defense Ministry officials and a former
military attache who oversaw classified infor-
mation at Bulgaria's parliament. AP

Sumas (US): Residents of this small US city along
the Canadian border were assessing damage from
flooding that hit an estimated three quarters of
homes, as Washington state and British Columbia
tried to dry out from an intense, days-long rain
storm that cut off key roadways and forced hun-
dreds of evacuations.

Skies were sunny Wednesday morning in the
area around Sumas, Washington, where about 500
rescues and evacuations were reported.

“We're looking at going door-to-door, as
waters go down in different parts of town,” Sumas
Mayor Kevin Christensen told The Seattle Times.
“Half is on dry ground, half has water.”

By Wednesday afternoon, only one river in
western Washington had active flood warnings.

The soaking fueled by a so-called atmospheric
river that dumped torrents rain on the Pacific
Northwest and British Columbia from Saturday
through Monday reminded people of western
Washington's record, severe flooding in November
1990 when two people died and there were more
than 2,000 evacuations.

While the weather was improving, the situa-
tion remained dire in British Columbia, where the
Canadian government was sending in the military
to help with floods and mudslides that destroyed
parts of several major highways. One death was
reported and officials said Wednesday that more
deaths were expected. Immediately across the bor-
der from Sumas, police using helicopters and boats
had evacuated about 180 residents of a flooded low-
lying area of Abbotsford, British Columbia.
Evacuations continued Wednesday. Mayor
Henry Braun said Wednesday that conditions were
bad overnight because a key pumping station was
in danger of being overwhelmed. AP
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India exported more than 65
million doses of Covid vac-

cines to nearly 100 countries
this year, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said on
Thursday, asserting that the
global trust earned by the
Indian healthcare sector has led
to the country being called the
“pharmacy of the world”.

Speaking after inaugurat-
ing the first global innovation
summit of the pharmaceutical
sector, Modi said India’s vision
is to create an eco-system for
innovation that will make the
country a leader in drug dis-
covery and innovative medical

devices.
“Our policy interventions

are being made based on wide
consultations with all stake-
holders,” he said.

Noting that India has a
large pool of scientists and
technologists with a potential
to take the industry to greater
heights, Modi said this strength
needs to be harnessed  to “dis-
cover and make in India”.

“Today, when 1.3 billion
people of India have taken it
upon themselves to make India
‘aatmanirbhar’, we must think
about ramping up domestic
manufacturing of key ingredi-
ents for vaccines and medi-
cines,” he asserted.

New Delhi:The CBI has closed
a case against former Air India
CMD Arvind Jadhav and oth-
ers over alleged corruption in
the appointments of General
Managers after the central
Government refused to grant
its sanction to prosecute him,
officials said.

The agency had booked
Jadhav, then General Manager
L P Nakhwa (now retired), and

then Additional General
Managers A Kathpalia,
Amitabh Singh and Rohit
Bhasin after a year-long pre-
liminary enquiry, they said.

It was alleged that Jadhav
had constituted illegal/irregu-
lar promotion panel to recom-
mend suitable candidates for
promotion to the post of
General Manager (Operations),
they said. PTI
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Thursday said his

government is using all chan-
nels including diplomatic to
bring back high-profile eco-
nomic offenders, leaving them
with no option but to return to
the country. 

Speaking at a symposium
on credit flow and economic
growth, he asked banks to sup-
port wealth and job creators
with proactive lending while
promising to stand by any
loans given in right earnest. 

“In our attempt to bring
back fugitive (economic
offenders), we relied on policies
and law and also used diplo-
matic channels. The message is
very clear -- return to your
country. We are continuing
these efforts,” he said. 

He, however, did not name
or refer to any particular
offender. 

India has in recent times
stepped up efforts to extradite
high-profile economic offend-
ers such as Vijay Mallya and
Nirav Modi, wanted in con-

nection with bank frauds and
money laundering cases. 

While �5 lakh crore has
been recovered from defaulters
through proactive steps, the
recently set up National Asset
Reconstruction Company
(NARCL) would help resolve
�2 lakh crore of stressed assets,
the Prime Minister said. 

He also said the financial
health of banks is now in a
much-improved condition as
his government has since 2014
found ways to address the
problems they faced. 

“Indian banks are strong
enough to play a major role in
imparting fresh energy to the
country’s economy, for giving
a big push and making India
self-reliant.  “This is a time for
you to support wealth creators
and job creators. It is the need
of the hour that now the banks
of India work proactively to
bolster the wealth sheet of the
country along with their bal-
ance sheets,” he asserted. 

Banks, Modi said, need to
shed the culture of they being
an approver and the customer
being an applicant, and adopt

the model of partnership. 
“When the country is

working so hard on financial
inclusion, it is very important
to unlock the productive
potential of the citizens,” he
said.  Modi further said the
reforms initiated by the gov-
ernment in the banking sector
in the last six-seven years sup-
ported the banking sector in
every way, due to which the
sector is in a very strong posi-
tion today. 

“We addressed the prob-
lem of NPAs, recapitalised
banks and increased their
strength. We brought reforms
like Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC), reformed many
laws and empowered Debt
Recovery Tribunal,” he said. 

Modi also nudged bankers
to offer “customised solutions”
to businesses and micro, small
and medium enterprises
(MSMEs).   “Don’t wait for cus-
tomers to come to banks. You
have to go to them,” he said,
while assuring bankers that he
will “stand by them like a wall”
for every honest decision they
take. 
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The Indian economy is like-
ly to grow by 7 - 7.5 per

cent in the next fiscal year, the
Economic Advisory Council to
the Prime Minister (EAC-PM)
said on Thursday, while
observing that contact intensive
sectors and construction
should recover in 2022-23.        

In a statement, the EAC-
PM however added that this
should not mean that the
Union Budget for 2022-23
should project unrealistically
high tax revenue or tax buoy-
ancy numbers.               

“Looking beyond the cur-
rent year, 2021-22, EAC-PM
members were optimistic about
real and nominal growth
prospects in 2022-23. Other
than an element of the base
effect, the contact intensive
sectors and construction
should recover in 2022-23,” it
said.                  

The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) has lowered the growth
projection for the current

financial year to 9.5 per cent
from 10.5 per cent estimated
earlier, while the IMF has pro-
jected a growth of 9.5 per cent
in 2021 and 8.5 per cent in the
next year.                  

“Once capacity utilization
improves, private investments
should also recover. herefore,
Members felt a real rate of
growth of 7 to 7.5% in 2022-23
was likely,” the statement said.   

It noted that the Union
Budget for 2021-22 was
applauded because of reform
measures, as well as trans-
parency and realism in the
numbers.

“EAC-PM members were
of the view that these dimen-
sions should be carried forward
into the 2022-23 Budget too,
signalling use of the extra rev-
enue in the form of capital
expenditure and human capi-
tal expenditure, since Covid has
led to a human capital deficit,”
it added.

According to the state-
ment, there should also be a
clear roadmap for privatisation
and the growth orientation of
last year’s Budget should also be
maintained.     A meeting of the
EAC-PM was held in Delhi on
Thursday.
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Shares of One97
Communications Ltd,

Paytm’s parent company, on
Thursday made a weak market
debut and tumbled over 27 per
cent during the day from the
issue price of � 2,150. The stock
was listed at � 1,955, slipping 9
per cent from the issue price on
the BSE. It then tumbled 27.25
per cent to �1,564 during the
day.

On the NSE, it debuted at
�1,950, registering a decline of

9.30 per cent against the issue
price. During the day, the stock
plunged 27.34 per cent to �
1,562.

“Paytm, the biggest IPO in
India so far debuted the sec-
ondary market on a weaker
note as compared to our expec-
tations of a flat listing,” Santosh
Meena, Head of Research,
Swastika Investmart Ltd, said.

The company command-
ed a market valuation of
�1,01,484.00 crore in late after-
noon trade on the BSE.

Ant Group-backed Paytm’s
�18,300 crore IPO was over-
subscribed 1.89 times on the
last day of India’s biggest share
sale last week. 

This was greater than
miner Coal India’s � 15,000
crore offer a decade back.

“Paytm, formally called
One97 Communications
debuts today at exchanges
which saw a dull response and
got subscribed only 1.89 times
from the investors which is
much lower compared to the
other recently listed compa-
nies,” Parth Nyati, Founder,
Tradingo said.

He added that they feel
that due to the brand the com-
pany sought high valuation
and it might see a correction in
the near term. The initial pub-
lic offering of Paytm’s parent
company One97
Communications Ltd received
bids for 9.14 crore equity shares
against the offer size of 4.83
crore shares, according to infor-
mation available with stock
exchanges on November 10.
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Back in 2005, Bunty Aur Babli made a lot of
noise. The film marked the first time the
Bachchan father and son duo had appeared

on the silver screen, together. The film was a run-
way success and was the second-highest gross-

ing film that year.
Fast-forward to November 19,

2021 — Bunty Aur Babli 2 (BAB2) is
releasing in theatres today. Going by
the name, one might be inclined to
think that BAB2 is a sequel.
However, we were able to gain
access to Bollywood stalwart
Pankaj Tripathi, who was kind
enough to set the record straight.

“Well, you would have to
watch the film to understand
how this film is different from
the Bunty Aur Babli which
released in 2005. BAB2 is set
15 years after what happened
in 2005, kaafi lamba gap hai.
Apart from the name, Rani
Mukerji and a plot centred
around thieves, BAB2 bears
little resemblance to Bunty
Aur Babli. If you are looking
for more information, I am
not someone who will spill
the beans on a film before it

has released,” expresses
Tripathi with a laugh.

The Mirzapur star seems to
possess an easygoing persona
yet an ethereal charm, or maybe
that was just us, relying on an

image that an actor cultivates dur-
ing his career, with the roles they

portray. That is definitely what he
would have us believe, that he is just
another person, with his own quirks.
But there is always more to people

than what meets the eye; to those who
might be unaware, Tripathi happens to
be an extremely soft-spoken star, in the
true sense of that term, who does not
wear his stardom like a badge of honour.  

Coming back to the matter at hand,
BAB2's marketing team has made it clear
that there are four thieves this time
around, essayed by Mukerji, Saif Ali
Khan, Siddhant Chaturvedi and debutant
Sharvari Wagh, who are pitted against
Tripathi, who plays Police Inspector Jatayu

Singh. While he had made it clear that he
won’t reveal any information before the film
is released, we had to stick to our job and fish
for as much information as possible. Hence,

we could not help but ask whether the police-
man gets to win against the thieves.

And pat comes the reply, “In this cat and
mouse game between the thieves and a police-
man, who wins is the premise of the film itself.
What I can tell you is that time wins. We humans

can never win against the tides of time. It is the
great equaliser, it comes for the greatest as well as
the lowly among us. We might at times fool our-

selves into thinking that we have won something,
but let's not forget, at the end of the day, pun
intended, the passing of time beats all of us. "

While him elaborating upon an unrelated sub-
ject was a good sign, because engaging conversa-
tions are known to branch out and not stick to any
one particular thing, we couldnt help but express
that this sounded like Tripathis Guruji, from Sacred
Games, with some heavy-hitting philosophy for a
somewhat generic question related to a films pro-
motion. We had to ask him how thoughtful does
he think he is.

Tripathi believes that being in our head,
immersed with our thoughts, is pretty natural.
"Irrespective of whether we are in the moment or
somewhere else, at face value, everyone is occu-
pied with their thoughts. I think being thought-
less is the challenge. If one seeks to achieve that
state of thoughtlessness, a lot of discipline, effort
and meditation is required," shares Tripathi
thoughtfully.

While we liked the route this conversation was
taking, we recalled that we were at work and moved
on to the next pointer on the questionnaire we had
prepared, one that quizzed him about his experi-
ence of working with Chaturvedi and Sharvari. "It
was an extremely delightful experience! Both
Sharvari and Chaturvedi happen to be sincere and
would turn up prepared. I would observe them
from the sidelines and they always appeared to be
on their toes, which is the mark of true profession-
als," reveals the veteran actor.

We also happened to enquire whether he was
able to take a break post-shooting, and what is his
idea of a break, since he had made it known some-
time back that his schedule is overloaded and he
is looking forward to the next break.  "Well, I
havent had the luxury of taking an extended break.
Ideally, I would like to take a month off and just
travel to someplace where I can just sit and gaze
at the beauty of nature. And, oh yes, the cell recep-
tion should be poor, there. Whenever I know I can

spare some time, I travel to my village and there
is a sense of relief as soon as I see my phone has
no network," shares Tripathi.

We also posed a question about his dreams —
now that he is a seasoned veteran in the Hindi film
industry, what does he dream of, now? "I came to
Bombay as a young lad who aspired to be an actor.
And after 17 years, after a good deal of ups and
downs, I have finally carved a niche for myself in
this industry,” he recalls. “Whatever dreams or
plans I had, I have received a lot more. Abhi toh
surplus me chal raha hai sab. I am extremely grate-
ful to the audience, without them, I would not be
where I am today. As of now, I am in a space where
I appreciate the fact that I dont need to run after
what I do not have. On a somewhat related note,
I think we dont appreciate what we have, in todays
times. Let us not forget that we dont have is prob-
ably an endless list. When we think about the past
or the future, we often neglect the present. It is only
by taking care of the present that we can influence
our future. Talking about here and now, I am here,
talking to you and frankly it is a good conversa-
tion…"

When we thanked the stalwart for the cour-
teous flattery, he took us back by his response,
"That was not flattery, I mean what I say.
Falsehood is not my way in life. In cinema, the path
we actors tread on is lined with falsehood; I am
sure you get what I mean, a script is not really the
truth. It is just a well packaged bundle of careful-
ly crafted lies that we artistes need to perform as
truthfully as possible. When I am not in front of
the camera, I dont want to deal with or indulge
in falsehood,” says Tripathi vehemently.

Coming back to Bunty Aur Babli 2, which
releases in theatres today, Tripathi says that the film
is light-hearted family affair. “Getting to laugh in
tough times is a medicine of sorts. BAB2 is com-
mited to entertain you and make you laugh. I invite
you to come and attain release by laughing your
hearts out in the theatres,” he promises.  

While Indian footwear has
seen tremendous changes

in the past few years, nothing
has marked the trends in the
industry like pandemic has, in
the recent times. With people
continuing to stay indoors most
of the times, the preference for
comfortable footwear is at an all-
time high. Slippers and sandals
are the top search on online
websites for shopping in this
post-covid era. It is now difficult
to return to shoes and boots and
heels, now that we have tasted
the magical moment of slipping
our feet into a flat sandal, and
that’s it, you’re good to go.
We’ve lived like this for two years
and as I saw the trend of wear-
ing socks with sandals on Vogue,
I knew this is going to stay even
during winters. 

While ballerinas, kitten
heels, block heels or wedges,
greek sandals, and loafers have
also been Indianised, some
footwear remain as Indian as
ever, pertaining to its huge
and diverse cultures and tradi-
tions. Keeping in mind the
factors of comfort over style,
but that, of course, does not
mean we have to put on some-
thing dull, and be at utmost
comfort. It could be chic and
comfortable at the same time.
Here are four trends in Indian
footwear that are being most

adopted by our generations:

Paduka/Khadao
From the times of our

ancestors, there is one form of
footwear we know was the
norm of the times — the
padukas. We know of this

because there was a time when
Ramayana taught us how Lord
Rama refused to dishonour his
father's word and his brother,
Bharata, who loved and respect-
ed Rama more than his own life,
asked for Rama’s sandals. It is
known that Bharata embell-
ished the throne of Ayodhya

with these padukas, thus, mak-
ing it known and evident to the
world that Rama was the actu-
al ruler of the kingdom while he
was only take care of the gover-
nance and pressing issues in his
stead. Here were sandals that
actually ruled as a king!

Khadao is a form of
footwear that has been remod-
elled and suited to modern
times, with the basics being the
same. Instead of wood, leather
is used in most cases.

These khadaos by Akreti
Creations engulf a seude leather
base and leather straps. The
leather is pure and here’s some-
thing comfortable enough to
wear at home, while stylish
enough to flaunt outside. It has
been handcrafted by local arti-
sans. By supporting the small
businesses, we make a market
for local businesses and actual-
ly promote PM Modi’s ‘Vocal for
local’. Not only does this bene-
fit the environment, for this, too,
lies under sustainable fashion,
but also help solve the conun-

drum of unemployment in the
country.

Jutti
And how can I go on talk-

ing about Indian footwear, but
forget the most beloved of all —
juttiyan. They’re something that
somehow never go out of style
and now that we are going
vocal for local, in an attempt to
form a support system for local
businesses, the juttiyan have

been innovated and styled in
unique ways and suited to the
current times.

Adorning the festive season
with their beauty, these royal
blue khussas bejeweled my ink
blue kaftaan and white pants on

Diwali. The intricate work in
white sequences only add to its
aesthetics.

Kolhapuri
The history of kolhapuri

chappals, too, go back to the old
times, somewhere around the
12th century when King Bijjala
from the Western Chalyuka
empire and his minister,
Basavanna, encouraged the local
production of kolha-
puri chappals in
order to uplift the
cobbler com-
munity.

E v e n
t h o u g h ,
historically,
these were made of leather, and
we can divide the footwear into
non-leather and leather cate-
gories, another popular trend is
using vegan footwear and shun-
ning animal based products
now. While, of course, sticking
with the handmade ones.

Velvet footwear finds pride
in being #crueltyfree. These

blue kolhapuri styled wrinkled
strap flats have an extremely well
cushioned and flexible sole,
with anti-slid grains and a
scrunchie-like warm and com-
fortable strap.

Strapped flat sandals
The trendiest and round-

the-clock footwear would be
monochrome flat sandals, with
modishly rounding up straps

and chunky and vivacious
colours. From natural hues, fas-
cinating pastels to bold colours,
pantone strapped flat sandals

have always been
around.

These pastel san-
dals by Fi Tribe, a

homegrown brand, are as ele-
gant as it gets. They suit every
occasion, round the year,
whether it is ethnic wear or den-
ims or flowery frocks, or spring
skirts, these indefectible
footwear go with just everything
— a classic display of comfort
meeting style.

Men will be men; boys don’t
cry; mard ko dard nahi

hota; men should be fearless; a
real man knows how to keep his
wife in control; and men cer-
tainly don’t talk about the ‘f ’
word — feelings! 

Even though we live in the
21st century, these are just a few
statements that have been
passed on through decades and
generations. The gender stereo-
types that these statements bol-
ster, contribute to maintaining
the status quo, allowing patri-
archy to hold its ground. 

While much has been said
about how patriarchy affects
and downgrades women, the
bigger question is does patri-
archy affect only the fairer sex?
And can it have any impact on
men, their lives, or even emo-
tions? 

The flip side to the age-old
structure

It is true, patriarchy is not
very absolving of men either.
Where women are required to
be ideal daughters, wives,
daughters-in-law, and moth-
ers, men are expected and
sometimes even taught to ‘wear
the mask’ so they fit into the
small, ideal mould of mas-
culinity and are prepared for
positions of domination. And
being raised with the title of
‘preferred gender’ does little to
save them from the toxic mas-
culinity myth. From childhood
to adolescence, when girls are
told to be emotionally present,
nurturing, and dependent on
their desires, boys are taught to
be independent, strong, and
unemotional. They are sub-
consciously conditioned to not
wear pink, use floral perfume,
or even skincare products.

Such reluctance from men
to express themselves on sub-
jects other than work or career,
even when among a group of
close friends, is also a key fac-
tor for men inhibiting from
coming out on issues, such as
depression and anxiety. Though
this aversion is often seen to
stem from the fear of being seen
as ‘less manly’ by male peers,
rather than their female coun-
terparts; maybe we can blame
it on John Wayne for his rugged
individualism and appropriate
manliness, which does not tell
the real story of how men can
really thrive.

But the harsh reality is that
patriarchy does not exist only in
men. Women too are swim-
ming in tides of patriarchy and
sometimes are just as patriarchal
as men. They hold the same
types of biases and often want
their partners to fit into the
small box of machoism.

Patriarchy meandering
into relationships

From the lens of masculin-
ity, this is just the start. This

rigid dichotomy of gender roles
is enslaving men and women to
far-fetched standards of how
they should behave and conduct
themselves. At the same time, it
is also seeping into their rela-
tionships, making them clones
of their previous generations
and brewing troubles, especial-
ly as the next generation of mil-
lennials and Gen Z are more
aware of their desires and value
of happiness. But this evolving
scenario is also calling upon
men and women to find their
way out of patriarchy because
the old rules were not built for
intimacy and happiness.

Rethinking roles
As we usher in a new era of

social consciousness, there are
many Indian men, who are
stepping out of traditional roles
and openly embracing the idea
of sharing equal responsibilities
in a household. Not shying
away from the instincts to care
and nurture, a lot of millenni-
al fathers and husbands are
coming forward, sometimes
even as stay-at-home dads to be
more involved with their chil-
dren and share the responsibil-
ities.

Even during Covid-19,
when offices shut down, a lot of
men began pitching in more, at
home, and even took charge of
household chores such as doing
dishes and cooking three meals
a day. Some of the more aware
men, including the famous
celebrity and cricketer, Virat
Kohli, have gone a step further
as they break barriers by choos-
ing to marry women who are
taller and tower over them.

Underscoring this role
reversal by such couples and
individuals, is the fact that they
dared to unlearn and then learn
a healthier approach towards
the other sex and relationships,
in general.

Bottom line
We are past the age when

men were from Mars and
women were from Venus. It is
important to take into consid-
eration that both are from plan-
et Earth and both need to dive
into the concept of wholeness
rather than working as halves,
where one is the breadwinner
and the other is the homemak-
er. While women need to be
resilient, bold and feminine, and
confident, at the same time men
need to be a complete mix of
strong, vulnerable, confident,
and sensitive. And as the tide is
turning, we can see men also
understand that what they stand
to gain from smashing patri-
archy far outweighs what they
might lose. Because at the end
of the day, har mard ko dard
hota hai.

(The author is the co-
founder & CEO of TrulyMadly,

an online dating app.)
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ASunday is just the
perfect kind of a day
to give the kitchen a

break. But if it also happens
to be a time when you don’t
want to venture out, the
option of course is to order
in, especially if you are look-
ing for a gourmet meal.
And that is how I found
myself  sampling the
Thailand Edition from
Travel Tastes Co made by
Sheraton Saket’s  cloud
kitchen.  Priced at �1499
plus taxes for vegetarian
and �1899 plus taxes for
non-vegetarian, it is the first
of the cuisines from differ-
ent countries which would
feature on the hotel’s deliv-
ery menu. 

The reason why Thai
food, despite being so differ-
ent from Indian, is quite
popular is its use of con-
trasting flavours where hot
spices come together with
sweet, light citrus flavours in
a dish. The cuisine combines
four key tastes — sweet,
salty, sour and bitter which
are balanced well.  The light-
ly prepared dishes have
strongly aromatic compo-
nents like lemongrass, basil
and more which make the
food distinct from other
Asian counterparts. The
Thai have a saying, gan gin
gan yu (as you eat, so you
are), which is reflective of
how integral food is to Thai
culture and identity. 

Naturally, our taste buds
tingled at the thought of the
aromas and taste in store as
we waited with some antic-
ipation for the food to
arrive. And it was delivered
dot on time. The sustainable
packaging was the first thing
to get my thumbs up even
before I delved into the
flavours of the dishes.

Opening the packages
one by one, we dived into
the flavours and aromas.
First up was the Som tam,
the raw papaya salad, which
has always been a favourite.
And here, it was so good
that I could actually make a
meal of it. The cherry toma-
toes added sweetness to the
tart raw papaya and the
peanuts sprinkled gener-
ously gave the dish a nice
crunch while the spiced
dressing brought together
everything in a perfect bal-
ance.

Next up were the
Phrikthiyda yang chis sd,
fresh cheese marinated with
black pepper, cilantro and
grilled and its non-vegetar-
ian equivalent Phrikthiyda ki
yang, where roasted chicken
was the protein of choice.
though both were succulent,
it was the cheese that scored
as the flavours complement-
ed it better. 

Coming to the main
course, there was Kaeng
kiew wan, Thai green curry
with vegetables and its non-
vegetarian alternative with
prawns. The creamy milk, a
hint of basil and lemongrass
ensured that not just the
curr y retained a fresh
mouthfeel, it was smooth on
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the palate too. Paired with the
steamed sticky jasmine rice, it
was akin to comfort food. The
main course also had Phad
prik kathiyab, okra in hot
basil and garlic. But we
weren’t done yet. There was
Pad thai, the traditional flat
noodles with tamarind and
coconut which ensured that
the sweet and tart tickled the
taste buds and had me tuck-
ing in some more. 

Feeling pretty satiated, I
wondered if digging into the
Toffee pudding drizzled with
toffee sauce would be taking
things a bit too far. But I
junked caution to the wind
and decided, I’ll die(t) anoth-
er day. 

HOT & HAPPENING AT ANDAZ
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India will look to clinch the
series albeit with a more
impactful batting performance

from the middle-order in the sec-
ond T20 International here on
Friday.

For coach Rahul Dravid and
skipper Rohit Sharma, there
couldn’t be a better start than a
series win against an old neme-
sis, which help them hit the right
chord at the beginning of their
partnership.

A superlative display by
their top-order and controlled
bowling at the back-end ensured
a five-wicket victory against Black
Caps, ending ‘Men in Blue’ seven-
match losing streak across for-
mats.

For Rohit, before he gets a
much-needed two and half week
break from the game, he would
like to close the deal at Ranchi and
go for the jugular when the teams
meet in Kolkata for the final game
of the series.

In absence of Virat Kohli, cur-
rently on leave, Suryakumar
Yadav made full use of the oppor-
tunity at number three with a
match-winning 62 off 42 balls.

While there is absolutely no
necessity to press the panic but-
ton, but Shreyas Iyer and Rishabh
Pant’s scratchy batting did slight-
ly mess up the chase although it
was never out of control.

Shreyas, who is playing a
match for India after a long

break, did look rusty as he found
it difficult to middle the ball. He
also didnt look too keen on farm-
ing the strike with singles and
twos when big shots weren’t com-
ing off.

Shreyas scored 5 off 8 balls
before being dismissed in the

penultimate over by Tim Southee,
but thanks to India’s healthy run-
rate the chase did not go out of
their hands.However silver-lining
certainly was Suryakumar, whose
precision hits delighted the capac-
ity crowd at Sawai Man Singh
Stadium.

The other big positive was the
performance of senior bowlers
Bhuvneshwar Kumar and
Ravichandran Ashwin, who were
brilliant in terms hitting the right
areas while some of the inexpe-
rienced bowlers leaked runs at the
other end.

With his concern about his
form, the new management
under Rohit and Rahul gave vet-
eran seamer Bhuvneshwar a a life-
line after he was dropped due to
indifferent form in their loss
against Pakistan in the T20 World
Cup.

By his standards,
Bhuvneshwar was going through
the toughest phase in his career
and had returned with just three
wickets in six games at an aver-
age of 54 and economy rate of
7.04 for Sunrisers Hyderabad.

But the 31-year-old deliv-
ered in style and exploited the
swing on offer at the Sawai Man

Singh Stadium before cleaning up
Daryl Mitchell with a a perfect
inswinger to return with 2/24
which was second to Ashwin’s
2/23

India were also brilliant at the
death and conceded just 41 runs
taking three wickets which denied
the visitors a good 15-20 runs.

“At one stage, it was looking
like 180-plus so a great effort from
a complete bowling performance.
A good game for us, especially
when we’re missing a few players,
so it was an opportunity for the
other guys to show their ability,”
Sharma said.

The lower middle-order also
may become a cause of concern
for the skipper as it remains to be
seen if he is tempted to tinker his
batting line-up. 

Having already committed
to giving his players a long rope,
it is unlikely that Rohit will dis-
turb the batting line-up just after
one game.

Although in bowling, there
could be a forced change as
Indian pacer Mohammad Siraj
has suffered a split left webbing
after being hit by Mitchell Santner
in the final over of the New
Zealand innings.
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Indian shuttlers PV Sindhu, Kidambi
Srikanth and HS Prannoy registered

similar come-from-behind victories in
their respective events to advance to the
quarterfinals of the Indonesia Masters
Super 750 badminton tournament here on
Thursday.

The highlight of the day was Prannoy’s
stunning 14-21 21-19 21-16 upset victory
over Tokyo Olympics gold medallist Victor
Axelsen in a tense one hour 11 minutes bat-
tle in the the men’s singles second round.

Down and out in the first game,
Prannoy made a sensational recovery
to first level the match and then eke out
a memorable win against the world no
2. This was Prannoy’s first victory in six
attempts against Axelsen. With
the win, the world no 32
Indian shuttler becomes the
first player to beat the Dane
in full a match since March.

In the women’s singles,
reining wold champion
Sindhu, who is seeded third,
took 47 minutes to record
a 17-21 21-7 21-12 win
over Spain’s Clara
Azurmendi.

Playing against
the world no 47
Azurmendi for the

first time, Sindhu went down in the first
game before putting up a dominant perfor-
mance in the next two games to register a
brilliant victory.

The two-time Olympic medallist will
now lock horns with world no 30 unseed-
ed Turkish shuttler Neslihan Yigit in the
quarterfinals. Sindhu has a 3-0 head-to-
head record against the Turkish.

On the other hand, former world no 1
Srikanth, dispatched Indonesia’s sixth seed
Jonatan Christie 13-21 21-18 21-15 in one

hour two minutes in the men’s singles sec-
ond round fixture.

The unseeded Srikanth, who
had claimed the Indonesia Open
Super Series premier in 2017 at

Jakarta, will take on Prannoy in
the quarterfinals.

However, it was curtains
for young Lakshya Sen the

men’s singles event and the
mixed doubles pairing of
Dhruv Kapila and N Sikki
Reddy.

The 20-year-old
Lakshya, who had reached

the semi-finals at Hylo Open
Super 500 and final of Dutch
Open recently, went down 13-
21 19-21 to the top seed and
two-time world champion
Kento Momota of Japan in a
46-minute clash.
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Mercedes will argue
Thursday for a review of

the decision not to penalize
Formula One championship
leader Max Verstappen at the
Brazilian Grand Prix  for an
incident in which Lewis
Hamilton was run off course as
he attempted a pass for the lead. 

The FIA said Wednesday
that Mercedes won the right to
review the incident in which
Verstappen appeared to force
the seven-time champion off
track. The stewards noted the
incident at the time, but ruled
it a racing incident and took no

action against the Red Bull dri-
ver.  Hamilton made the race-
winning pass 11 laps later to
win at Interlagos on Sunday. It
cut Verstappen’s lead in the
standings to 14 points with
three races remaining.

Even though Hamilton
won, Mercedes believes
Verstappen should have been
penalized. 

The hearing on Thursday
ahead of the inaugural Qatar
GP is to determine if Mercedes
has met the criteria for a review.
Mercedes has based its chal-
lenge on “new evidence
unavailable to the stewards at
the time of their decision.” 
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Ravichandran Ashwin says
it’s too early to comment on

Rahul Dravid’s coaching style
but the premier India spinner
is confident that happiness will
be back in the dressing room
under the stalwart’s guidance.

Dravid replaced Ravi
Shastri in the Indian set-up,
beginning his stint with the
ongoing India-New Zealand
Twenty20 series.

Ashwin is back in the
Indian limited overs squad
after spending four years on the
sidelines. Since mid-2017 the
spinner did not get to play a

single white-ball game and
even warmed the benches in
team’s recent England Test tour.  

The 35-year-old made a
comeback at the recently con-
cluded T20 World Cup when
he played against Afghanistan
and is now part of the team that
is clashing with New Zealand,
taking two wickets in the series
opener. “It’s too early for me to
comment on Rahul Dravid’s
coaching style, but he’s put the
hard yards in through the U-19
level,” Ashwin told official
broadcaster after India’s five-
wicket win on Wednesday. 

“He won’t leave much to
chance, and he’ll be all about

preparation and process, so
that we can bring the happiness
back into the Indian dressing
room,” he added.

India has a new leadership
in place with Dravid taking
over from Shastri and Rohit
Sharma replacing Virat Kohli as
captain in T20s.

Talking about the first T20,
Ashwin said he realised that
taking the pace off the ball was
working wonders. 

“The slower you bowled,
there was more purchase you
got on this pitch. If you hit the
seam and tossed it up, it did do
things like Santner showed in
the second innings,” he said.
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Mercedes to make case for 
review of Verstappen non-penalty


